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HOUSING PROBLEMS IN AFRICA

.; ■:. , , PREFACE

At its fourth session the Economic Commission for Africa requested

the convening of a meeting of African Housing Experts whose task should

"be to exchange views on the present housing situation, to define the

scope of the housing problems to be solved and requirements for their

solution, and to suggest measures to be taken at the national level to

facilitate the framing and implementation of housing polioies.

The present working paper has been prepared as a basis for the

Meeting of Experts. It is a preliminary review of the present housing

situation in Africa and action so far taken in this field. A tentative

attempt is made to isolate the main housing problems, their nature and

size and to suggest solutions.

The scope of the paper can be seen from the Table of Contents; the

illustrative material is drawn mainly from a representative sample of

African countries which were visited by members of the Secretariat,

In each section the approach adopted is to suggest, at the outset,

certain considerations, measures and policies which seem appropriate to

a particular aspect of housing in Africa and then to describe the actual

situation. It is hoped in this way that the discussion at the meeting

will be directed towards the definition of the major elements that go

to make up a national housing programme and policy. At the same time, the

extent to which the established criteria are fulfilled by the actual situa

tion and the action taken can be assessed.

The enormous magnitude of the housing problem in Africa is brought

out in the course of this paper. Its dimensions are such that clearly no

rapid solution can be foreseen. This makes all the more Important the

early development of rational and comprehensive housing policies. Orders
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of priority have to be established. Available resources have to be used

as economically as possible. Intensive thought, study and research have

to be devoted to ensuring that housing programmes, feasible within avail

able resources, are developed on the basis of positive human, social and

economic objectives.
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I, HOUSING

1. The starting point in the development of a national housing policy and

programme is to establish the nature and extent of housing and related needs.

tfntil these are known no long-term housing programme and policy can be formu

lated. It will be necessary as part of national development"planning to assess

the extent of the demand upon national resources of the different sectors of

investment. Investment in housing and related services can obtain its due

share -in total investment allocation only if the over-*all fadts in regard to

housing and related requirements: are known. The rclue a-har© referred to should

be proportionate to the; basic housing situation; until this is known only

guesses on ah ad h6o year-to-year basis can be made aind rthe 'result is lack of

a coherent and Oontinuing housing programme well ada£t«d^to ffotual housing re

quirements, ' ! ■'■■■■' ■■' ■■"' ■ ■■' ■ ■ ■y-.n...Li.; r:v^:r::.i :- .

2. Special importance attaches to a -comprehensive ascertainment of housing

and related requirements where, as appears :to be the oase:"in Africa, it is .

expedited that external financial assistant -for^housing'and Telatedr programmes

will be sought.' Financial commitments of this kind oa;rr be prudently undertaken

on'both sides' only where the possible extent and limit of housing.needs are

3. The undertaking of surveys such as are recommended here should not result

;r\i■'. e^'Jitt'tfuxvsut' building activity bcdng halted:.-'pohding^ the: inozecutibn and analysis,

""■ ■■'- Existing "hous1!!!^ programmes should-continue but>.. concurrently, .the work of

■ ; - ^asce-rtainiitig over-*all needs should; be put rLn hand;, •=>■*; f. Jr ':..-: ■■■r

l/ The. ^discussion in this .section is essentially based oil the Report of

the Seminar on Housing Surveys and Programmes with particular reference

W 'problems in developing-Gountriea, Uiifted Nations document ST/iCE/HOU/f>

and Report of the, ad hoc group of Experts on Housing ajid Urban Develop-.,

..■: .- mei^fe> United..flfttions <jooument E/cK.^A67.;--U-Jhe seminar' re_ferre<* to was
held at Zagrebi"Yugoslavia, in October 126i-under.rtfeq ^au^pioes of the
Housing Committee of the Economic Commission for Europe.
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4« In African conditions the main survey task will be in urban areas.

Since typically only about 7 per cent of the population lives in urban

areas and since the survey will be concerned primarily with only a proportion

of the urban population, detailed surveys of urban housing can be quickly

accomplished. These could be carried out by town and city councils in accord

ance with a common model determined centrally. Limited rural sample surveys

will serve to construct an accurate picture of the situation.

5*' Both/-the housing-, atoqk and hpusying requirements can be. measure,!! by norma-

,-i tive standards.. These standards., depend, on the prevailing fcousingv^ituation

r,-and; the social ;C.ontent of housing policy:,. jWheii the .housing; bacWog is con-

:, -siderable, as is the. case in practically .all African, countries.,, tlfe emphasis

o-willrbe, laid on the quantitative, aspetctf . as condi,t^Lpns improve, .the need for

a better insight into the qualitative aspect will grow. _ .,,...,_.,,,.,

'.-;:.. 6,; Comparison botwcon the moasurcd stock, and xaquircmGnts results in an

j "objective" housing-shortage. Effective, housing,jiemands, on ^t^e ,x>;ther hand,

■■err re^er J;o req.uireme.nts appearing on the -market,, wh,lch are 4etermp.iie,4^ by a

n■■,-!;.' number of .factors such as income, price level., consumers1 preferences, etc,

.Owing to the difficulty inherent in determining1 effective .denwA.» most

countries use objective requirements for drawing up their housing programmes,

especially when housing policy is given a social oontent.

7. . rt-is not intended here to go into the detail .o-f ;t£© "^asi^e information

1/
needed for drawing up a housing construction: prograjDpi«^rP.but merely to re

call the nature of the requisite statistical, data.* -.J&siG; ;atatis,1;^cs are

among the things that African countries need most urgently if their develop

ment is to be based on more than a very broad assessment of general trends.

-i^'far as'liousing is concerned, these data concern the existing hdiising

shortage,: both quantitative .and ^qualitatiye^ a^d"future requirements.

■ Jor^this see Report of ,the 'ad hoc group of Experts ori Housing and

o Urban' Develapmemt, op. cit.i^page 111 sq, " . ■■•'". U: ■: ■■;.
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8. Housing censuses are the most suitable basis for appraising the situa

tion? however they require a considerable .administrative, apparatus and much

time for preparing and processing the results. , Sample surveys are therefore

preferable, especially if they can be completed by data derived from local

survey and detailed case studies. One of the essential characteristics of

the present housing situation is the density of occupation, which can be

shown by various indicators such as the number of dwellings per thousand in

habitants, the average number of persons per dwelling or the average number

of persons per room.

9. House-building programmes, in their simplest-form, concern housing

requirements expressed in terms of number of dwellings to be built* The most

important features of a description of the present housing situation are,

therefore, the present quantitative shortage, and the present qualitative

shortage (replacement, needs) • . .,-.-..

10. The quantitative^housing shortage may be measured in a normative way

by comparing the number of dwellings available and the number of dwelling-

requiring units. The latter, i.e. the basic units in need of a dwelling,

refer to the "private household", whose definition raises particular

difficulties in a majority of African countries. Original social research

should be devoted to this particular aspect of housing policies in Africa,

before a realistic assessment can be made of -housing needs for each individual

country,, and, within the country, for specific regions. :

11. The Qualitative shortage, and its measure in terms of replacement

needs, can be assessed by technical and building criteria. The former

relate to the state of habitability (size of rooms, their position, equip

ment, services, etc.); the latter concern the quality of the building

structure and the state of repair of its parts. Short of carrying out
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detailed and expensive technical enquiries, the quality of the housing

stock may be broadly assessed by such indicators as size, equipment and

age' of the. dwellings.

12. Future housing requirements, on the other hand, originate in two

main factors! demographic developments., (size of the population, its

struoture and its geographical distribution), and changes in the housing

stock (which determine replacement requirements). A relatively reliable

estimate of future housing requirements is a complicated exercise in any

country, but particularly so in Africa as a consequence of the scarcity

of factual information and of the errors inherent in any projection of

future developments in fast growing countries. Detailed calculations are

in any event not a prerequisite for"starting a housing programme in develop

ing countries, but they are necessary as a means of stressing the reason for

increasing the various resources - material, technical, financial and human-

essential to an adequate volume of' construction. Since such assessment im

plies many assumptions, these should be constantly reviewed in order to

adapt production to requirements, -Thus for instance, demographic trends

affecting future housing requirements should not be extended over more than

20 years - in the case of African countries even less - owing to the diffi

culty of adopting reasonably accurate assumptions as a basis of calculation.

13. The methods outlined above concern an estimate of the number of dwell

ings required. But a realistic programme must also differentiate these re

quirements according to the size and the type of dwellings; different

households .of different sbcio-professional categories and different incomes

require different dwellings. :. ■ ■ ■ '
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X4- This is particularly important in African countries, where a number

of different solutions on the technical and cost level appear to be

necessary, owing to the extremely limited possibilities of income redistri

bution through housing subsidies. Also, African urban population has a

wide income stratification.—'

15- Only by ascertaining the socio-econcmio structure of the families

and persons to be housed can a housing programme be designed which will

contain the rental and cost factors appropriate to the different levels of

income.

16. The basic information required to assess the housing situation and to

estimate present and future housing requirements as outlined above can be

dealt with in rather general terms, since the main problems raised are of

a methodological nature* On the other hand, the purpose and the general

characteristics of housing programmes, together with the factors determin

ing their scope in African countries, can be examined only in the li^ht of

the particular situation of each country.

17• A series of case studies of a number of African countries in the course

of rapid development would most probably bring to light certain features

which could reasonably apply also to other countries facing similar problems,

This will indeed be one of the objectives of the work of the Economic

Commission for Africa and of its subsidiary bodies. But it would be hazard

ous, at this early stage, to generalize on a subject which is at the root

of government housing policies. Consideration of the problems of the

formulation of housing policies and the implementation of housing pro

grammes should be postponed until such time as; considerably more informa

tion is available from a number of African countries. In the meantime and

\J According to the summary of the findings of the Addis Ababa Social

Structure Survey carried out in i960, the incomes of 75 per cent of the

households surveyed were fairly evenly divided into the three income

groups O-25E$,26-5OES and 51-15OE&. The effect on housing policy of
such a wide distribution of income is extremely important.
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as background information, useful reference could be made to some of the

conclusions arising from the Seminar on Housing Surveys and Programmes,

already referred to above* Sxtracts from these conclusions are to "be found

in Appendix II to this working paper.

18. Estimates of total housing needs have been attempted only in a few

African1countries.

Morocco

19. In Morocco, an approximate estimate has been made, as part of the

I96O-I964 plan, of present and future needs in urban housing. The popula

tion of "bidonvilles" (shanty towns) to be rehoused has been estimated at

45G>000 people; out 6f these, not more than 170,000 can be considered as

solvent, i.e. with a family income of more than 25 US$ a month. The popula

tion of overcrowded or unfit dwellings has been estimated at 490,000 in

habitants, the vast majority of which could be considered as solvent if

minimum standard accommodation could be provided at a rent of no more than

4 0S$ per month. The net population increase in urban areas between i960

and 1964, has been estimated at 500,000 people of whom 375,000 would be

considered as .solvent. Thus the total population to be housed in urban

centres over the.I96O-I964 period would be 1,450,000 persons. The "effective"

demand being constituted by just over one million people, or for approximately

40,000 dwellings per year.

20. According to the five year plan, and if the targets of the plan are

met, at the beginning of 1965 the housing situation would be as follows:

the population of the "bidonvilles" would be approximately 400,000 - an

insolvent 280,000 of the present population plus approximately 120,000

(demographic increase) also insolvent; the number of occupants of over

crowded and unfit dwellings would remain more or less stationary? a

demographic increase of approximately 2«5 per cent per year is expected
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from 1965 onwards in urban'^nd rural centres; it is estimated that one

third of the increase in rural population will go to the towns.

Ivory Coast

21. In the Ivory Coaal;, an enquiry is being carried out to assess the

present housing situation and to estimate future needs. The total

population of the country has growi from 2,528,000 (1950) to 3,338,000

(1962; approximate estimate based on the preliminary results of the 1958

census). The net demographic increase is estimated at 2.2 - 2.5 per cent.

According to the 1958 census results, more than 40 per cent of the popula

tion is below 14 yaars of aga and approximately 10 per cent of the popula

tion lives in towns of more than 10,000 inhabitants. It has been tenta

tively estimated that ovor the period 1960-1969, investments in housing

will amount to approximately 38 billion francs CFA, i.e. the equivalent,

at the present level of building costs, of approximately 65,000-75,000

dwellings. This is considered to represent lsss than half the current

needs of the urban population,,

Senegal

22. In Senegal, a quarter of the population, i.e. approximately 750,000

people, live in urban centres, -mall and large; half of the urban popula

tion is concentrated in the L^car "aroa. The net rate of demographic

increase io "approximately 2-5 P«r cent for the country as a whole. Assum

ing that this rate is dlightly lower in urban areas and that towns will

absorb 2/5 of the demographic increase of rural areas, it can be estimated

that the urban population -rill increase by approximately 50,000 inhabitants

per year. (The studies on which the present I96I-1964 economic develop

ment plan was based, estimated the increase of the urban population at 135,000

people in fovar yO£-';r; i;. is cu.t::x^ ;; r.-r\- '-0^ horccvor, that tho

natural increase of urban areas has been underestimated. Assuming the
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density of occupation adopted "by SICAP ("Socie'te immobiliere du Cap

Vert") in its low cost housing estates, i.e. 2.0 -2.5 persons per

habitable room, current annual needs of the urban population would

amount to 20,000 - 25,000 rooms, or the equivalent of 8,000 - 10,000

new dwellings. This would not include either replacement needs or the

removal of existing shortages. The present four year plan=/doo? not

include an assessment of needs, but merely an estimate of total public

and private investment, in housing, for an amount of 6.7 billion francs

CFA for urban housing and 0.4 billion francs CPA for rural housing

respectively. At the present level of costs, this would represent

approximately I0>000 urban dwellings over four years,, or 2,500 - 3,000

dwellings per year. This figure corresponds roughly to the estimate of

activity in housing building for the year 1961. and should be compared

with the rough estimate of current needs referred to above. ,

-United Arab: Republic

23. In the UAH, there is a fairly precise estimate of housing needs, :

particularly in urban areas. The results available from the i960 census

show the following broad picture of population distributiQn between urban

and rural areas and the number of dwelling unitsr

Population Number of dwellings

Urban 10,000,000 2,220,000

Rural 16,690,000 3,600,000

Total 26,690.000 ,(j, 82O.00O

l/ See "Plan quadriennal de developpement I96I-1964" ^itre VIII, tables
49 and 50. Dakar, Senegal.
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24. Estimates for housing needs are prepared under three heads, i.e.

increase in population, overcrowding,and replacement of sub-standard

dwellings. As regards the first, it is estimated that the urban popula

tion has been increasing at a rate of 289,000 persons per year, or 4-64

per cent. It being assumed that every 4.5 persons represent a need for

an additional housing unit, the total need would be for 64»O20 dwellings

per annum. This estimate is, of course, subject to the imperfections of

converting the population increase into a gross housing need by assuming

that a fixed number of persons constitutes a household.

25« The second estimate is based on the results of the i960 oensua,which

showed that there are 422,893 families living in overcrowded housing* The

standard of overcrowding adopted - one room occupied by 5 or more persons,

two rooms by 7 or more persons and three rooms by 9 or more persons -

would be regarded as low in other countries. Of the total overcrowded

families, 162,000 are in towns and cities. The following table shows the

number of families living in overcrowded conditions according to the size

of dwelling!

Overcrowded families - All Egypt I960

No.in family

5

6

7

8

9

10 or more

One room

108,587

60,716

19,983

13,008

5,067

4,311

Two rooms

-

79,009

38,835

18,429

12,852

Three rooms

■■ _

-

-

26,149

25,539

26» The third element of housing need arises from sub-standard houses

which should be replaced. Exact records of the age and condition of all

houses in urban areas have been compiled in connexion with censuses since

1892. Prom these records it has been estimated that in urban areas 15,000

dwellings are re-quired yearly to rcplacu sub-otandard houses.
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27.• To summarize the urban housing needs, 64,020 units, are required

annually to house, the increase in population, I5>000 units annually for

replacement and,, assuming overcrowding can "be eliminated in. ten years,

16,200 dwellings annually to. relieve overcrowding. This maices a total

objective need in uj?ban areas of 95*220 dwellings annually,..

28.' Policy envisages the entire reconstruction of tiro' traditional mud

dwellings in which the majority of the rural population dwell. This is

regarded as a matter to "be undertaken slowly according as economic condi

tions improve:'in the villages and accbrding as social outlook on the part

of villagers change*

29* Another estimate of hbiising needs in the urban areas derives from

the 90,000 marriages per year which, ofc: an objective basis, constitute the

main demand for new dwellings. Studies made indicate that in practice,

of the 90j000 cases, about 50* per cent would desire a new house of their

own; the others, for economic or'social reasons, would at present prefer

to share a dwelling with the family of3 tne husband or wife. '

Republic of South Africa

30# In the Republic of South Africa, estimates have been made of the

total need for new houses for the urban African population. Theso needs

are estimated at about 143»5OO units to meet existing shortage and re-

planning requirements and from 6,500 to 20,000 units annually to meet the

population increase. . .

'.' j..'!
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IL HOUSING AND RELATED INVESTMENT AS PART OF

NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

31. Investment in housing and related facilities should be given appro-

priate priority in the national development planning of African countries*

This implies in the. first place a recognition of the importance of good

housing and related services for balanced economic, social and political

growth. This recognition is particularly important for the many African

countries now entering the path of economic, social and political progress

as independent states. Independence will have enhanced expectations of

improved living standards; economic and social planning will require

orderly and stable conditions and the willing co-operation of the public

at large* The early years of independence inevitably bring transitional

difficulties, tensions and pressures as the country progresses towards its

goals. In this context, the importance of improved housing and urban

services is critical in showing tangible benefits of national progress, in

providing a settled urban population as the basis for orderly economic and

political development and in improving the health and productivity of the

labour force.

32. It is salutary to examine in this context some particulars of the rate

of expansion of urban populations in Africa. In the UAR, the preliminary

results of the I960 census disclosed an average annual increase in urban

population of 4,64 per cent since 1947- In KSnya, it is estimated that

sinoe 1948 urban population has increased at the average annual rate of

- 6.8 peroent as-compared .with a corresponding figure of 2,25 per oent for

the population as a whole. It has been estimated that the population of

Greater Khartoum (Sudan) will increase at the annual average rate of
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4.8 per cen-tr^. The population of Mogadiscio (Somalia) is officially

believed to have doubled in the past ten years, equivalent to an average

annual increase of 7 P©r cent over the ten years; The population bf

Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) is also estimated to have increased in recent years

at an average annual rate of at least 10 per cent. In Morocco', urban

population Is estimated to increase at the rate of 4.5 per cent, more than

twice1the rate of increase of the population as a whole.

33». ^It has been estimated that in Africa as a whole, the urban population

will almost double between i960 and 1975, rising from 39 million to 74

million persons-'. This increase is taking place in towns and cities where

the populations are already living in grossly overcrowded^ and insanitary

conditions; where, in some areas, there is no piped potable water supply*'

and water-borne sewerage*' is a rarity; where people are forced, through

shortage of Rousing, to pay as much as 40 to 50 per. cent of their income

for dwellings often consisting of only one room; and where long travel to

and. from ./work because of shortage of housing saps the health and energy of

the labour force.

34* The. developing crisis in housing and urban services in Africa indicated

by the foregoing figures necessitate priority in national development plann

ing ^°.r the improvement of housing and urban services. It should be recog

nized that these problems oan jiever be solved entirely. The advanced

1/ Master Plan for Khartoum prepared by Doxladis Associates,

2/ See table 5, World^Housing Conditions and Estimated-Bousing Requirements,
United Nations document ST/3CLA/C0NF.9/L/6 , 1 July 1962.

Some official examples are 2.6 persons per room in Khartoum North, 400-
.^500 persons per acre in Nairobi, 13-14 families per-house, in Mombasa.

For example Mogadiscio (Somalia) with a population of around 150,000
persons.

A survey of six areas in Addis Ababa showed that 17 per cent only of

households had a water closet.
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countries, with national per capita incomes as high as forty times those

of African countries, still have problems of housing and urban services.

But unless steady improvement is made in housing and urban services in

Africa, the effect of a doubling of urban population, added to the already

miserable conditions, iri.ll be inevitably to threaten orderly political,

social and economic life. This problem of improved housing and urban

services is, therefore, one of the most serious confronting Afrioa today -

and its implications extend beyond Africa - and it should receive the highest

priority in all national development planning.

35* Apart from the foregoing paramount consideration, priority for housing

and urban services in national development plans is necessary for many other

reasons. Employment, both direct and indirect, in the building industry is

an important element in buoyant economic growth. This employment can also

: "be created more rapidly and more easily than other types of employment.

Housing provides a tangible object for personal savings and effort which

will add to investment resources and capital formation. Improved, well

located housing and urban services will improve the mobility, health and pro

ductivity of the labour force.

36. The exact degree of priority to be given in each national development

plan to housing a.nd urban services can be determined on one side of the

account, only in the light of the deficiencies and of requirements ascer

tained as recommended in section I. These ascertained requirements are

essential to ensure that housing and urban services receive adequate "weight"

in the allocation of resources between competing demands. The establish

ment of a recognized order of priority for housing and urban services in

long-term national planning will provide the necessary focus for the

mobilization in an assured and continuing programme of all relevant resources,

human and material. Such continued and assured programmes are-, in fact,
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essential to the development and improvement of building techniques and

methods to lower ccst" *

37. Prom the figures cited earlier it is evident that not all the housing

required on an ob.j^ctivo assessment of need can be provided. In fact there

is a wide range of requirements according to the type of dwellings, their

functional characteristics, technical standards, cost and location. In a

simplified perspective, it is" possible to classify them into three main

categories: those relating to large metropolitan centres, to small, and

middle-size towns and to rural areas.

38. The housing problem in large African urban centres—' is very similar,

both in its technical aspect and importance, to that prevailing.,in most

large, urban centres in the world where there is a housing shortage. The

.urbanization phenomena which characterized the last hundred years and the

fky"^ of which h&a increased in Africa since the last war, now raise in

large African capitals problerrs of such magnitude that only mass methods

can be expected to solve them. .Without taking.into consideration.the

delicate problems of laud occupation and management, the housing problem

in large African cities can be considered comparatively concentrated and

could be attacked to a certain extent with relatively classical technical

means, without losing sijht of the latest progress in building techniques

or the advantages ^.o be derived from a rationalization of operations,

standardization of building elements and products, organization of markets

and continuity in demands sproad out on several years within the frame

work of established programmes.

l/ The striking cost results achieved in South Africa were certainly
■ ' influenced by the massive programmes executed amounting to 158*000

houses for Africans in ten years.

ZJ See in particular documents presented at the Workshop on Urbanization

in Africa, Addis Ababa, 25 April-5 May 1952.
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39. The cost of housing provided in this classioal manner will, however,

be such that not all the needs of large cities can be met because both

national and municipal resources and personal resources are limited.

Investment planning must, therefore, include not only the classical pro

duction of dwellings in permanent materials but also the encouragement of

cheaper solutions such as self-help and, on a lower scale again, site and

service schemes. By the latter is meant the provision of sites with

services, where self-builders can erect dwellings in temporary materials

with minimum cash outlays and on the principle that, given current limited

resources, environmental standards are more important than shelter

standards—'. Such mobilization of non-monetized resources ttirough the

strategic use of investment resources is an important element in investment

planning.

■ ' ■ ' . ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ' r I ■■■'■■

40. On the other hand, the problem of rural housing, as has been stated

again and again by those who dealt with it in developing countries, and

especially in Africa, is not a quantitative but a qualitative one. In

practically all rural regions in Africa, materials available on the spot

at a very low price are perfectly adapted to the needs of rural populations

who have been using them for many centuries to build traditional dwellings.

The construction of such dwellings itself could be improved, inasmuch as

certain traditional materials (especially roofing materials) could be re-

plaoed by others manufactured on an industrial basis. Generally speaking

it does not seem possible to solve the problem of rural housing without

resorting to the knowledge and experience of the population itself- On

the other hand an effort must be made in order to improve sanitary condi-

l/ In Burma and India such an approach has been adapted to the needs of

the lowest income families. African examples are Mogadiscio (Somalia),
where the municipality leases plots for the erection of dwellings in

temporary materials and South Africa where it became state policy in

1953 to lay out new townships and provide families with a serviced site

on which they could-build temporary shacks pending the erection of

permanent dwellings.
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potable water ;aupply, a simple sanitation system, . e:t:e. ,,..-:■

41. There still remains the delicate problem of small'provincial urban

oentres, some of which are fully developed, some'merely keeping alive,

while others are threatened "by structural changes taking place in the

country. Secondary urban centres often constitute a halt for rural popula

tions migrating to the capital and it is perfectly possible to imagine that

their development, both economic and social, could limit migratory movements

from the country to the city. This idea of developing small centres meant

to become ''attraction poles" appee,rs in fact in certain development plans,

notably in Senegal and Ivory Coast. As far as housing is concerned, such

centres, - the population of which can vary1 from 2 -* 3,000 (large semi-rural

'-villages) up to 5O5'OOO (in which oase they are real industrial, commercial or

administrative cities) - present problems which also arise "ootli in metro

politan centres and rural areas. Most of these centres have .grown, regardless

of all availability of space. It is therefore necessary,;to provide them with

■'simple''directives, tho implementation of v?hich-should -$e possible without a

qualified personnel which, as has already been pointed out, in-fthis report,

: is 'a;lways';:sieal*ce1i : The nucleus of a '^metropolitan" type of drilling in these

Bfcall townsi!idi;;geiierally constituted by those built forciyil, servants. A

special Effort jsHould be nade in order to:dmprcve the l&^outiiOf these

"houses which in fact are often used as a model for : most of.the spontaneous

constructions :which will grow around :cuch small urban centres* Thess con

structions' often result from e, hasty, and fnot; too: successful, transformation

of traditional rural-housing in'which the local■ "building industry at an

early stageilallowed; the substitution of certain-materials: for others. The

problem is therefore a qualitative and - to a lesser -degree-than in metro-

politan centres - a quantitative.one-,/ ■.-■....» . ; ;»■.;,
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42, The integration of investment in housing and urban services into

national- development planning will require special attention to standards

and. costs so that the available resources will be used to the maximum

advantage. It must be recognised here that the past experience of newly

independent African states has been unhappy as regards the standards

applied to so-called "African housing". There is no doubt that these

standards were in some oases much too low. On the other hand, reasonable

minimum standards were often applied. The issue now is to assess objective

ly in the light of all relevant social, economic, technical, traditional

and health considerations the minimum standards appropriate* Housing stand

ards enjoyed by oolonial officials are not relevant to the issue of at what

standard the mass of the population must and can be housed as far: as perman

ent dwellings are concerned. Even the advanced countries are forced in their

large programmes of sooial housing to provide dwellings which, by objective

standards, are less adequate than they would like if resources were greater.

Standards should be based on oareful research into all factors? they should

be kept under constant review and improved according to the opportunities

offered by social and economic progress. Provided certain basic standards

of construction and health are adhered to permanent dwellings supplied now

will be capable of satisfactory use throughout their life despite expected

sooial and economic changes. It is probable that, as in many European

countries, standards of size will have to be lower than would be desirable

if resources were better. For example, the UAR considers over-crowding to

exist only where there are more than three persons per room. Over the life

of permanent dwellings now provided it will always be possible to find

families to occupy them at lower density standards than may now be possible.

In many countries, as has been pointed out above, there may well oocur

among certain sectors of population a stage where shelter standards are

regarded as less important than environment or community standards.
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43. In the context of over-all investment planning it is not only a

question of determining minimum' standards. One expensive dwelling may

Consume as much investment resources as three economical minimum-standard

houses. In a context of limi'ied and scarce resources and particularly, as

is the base with most African'"countries, where "building materials"must be

imported at high cost, the adoption of reasonable maximum standards for all

types of construction deserves serious consideration. Available resources,

-financial and material, may thus be spread much further,

44. Only thoroughgoing research into standards, building cries, by-laws,

densities, the ratio of roads and services to plots, etc. can ensure the

progressive integration of investment in housing and urban services with

national development planning. This whole question of building research is

dealt with olsewhore in this study.

-45* Generally,-:.the.^measuresi outlined^ above 'for th©:integration .of. housing

and, related programmes wi*h other development .pro-grammes are ..onl^mow be-

» ginning to. be undertaken in: many African countries.: :;,Eo:t example»rthis inte-

; igration .has reached: an .advanced stag© in tho United .Arab Republic*' where, as

: was, seen in section ;!,■ a relatively precise^-estimate of. housing'rteeds has

j: ;be.e.n: made; particularly rin urban areas* . It was estimated that: *o ^ovide the

. required number- iof;,9Oj 000 urban houses annually would 6osi> 66:* 5'. Wtllion

■. Egyptian pounds> and it. was: decided that only -half the number could be pro-

-. vided. Total- Investment, in housing, represents 8.6 per cent of planned in

vestment during;;-^fe0 .Five Year Plan. I960*-19.6*5* which in turn amounts on

average to about -l^;-p$r, c^n^t of t^;e .gross, national product.r Housing is

: dividedi J.nto three c^egories of cost, :,yi2 eoonpjnic, average. and above

r average. , The .patt^jpn.oi, .-urban^housing aimed a% ie ,28,,5OQ; eoowpimip! dwellings

average dweilijig?! &?& ,4;T5P above; average d^erlJjLiige* J^Kenya in

t. 17 par pent otv.^ptal oapital focmai^pn :^sL in^.residential
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construction? in Nigeria in 1957* about 26 per cent; in Tanganyika in

1959, about 32" per cent- These relatively high figures illustrate the

importance of a close examination of housing policy and standards within the

context of general investment planning. In Kenya for example, official

statistics for 1959""^ show that 676°residential buildings erected in the six

main towns cost on average over 32/= per sq« ft., which is at the upper

range of building costs in Kenya.

l/ Trade and Supplies Bulletin, April 1?62 Vol. 711 - No
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III. HOUSING ADMINISTRATION AND PROGRAMMES

...46* Thp formst^gji.-ftnj^. implementation of .housing policy, and programmes

, require an adefuate administrative structure. Experience in the advanced

countries bag shown the need for a. central housing ministry^ ox agency of

, adequate status, which ascertains housing needs, ensures., thai; .appropriate

priority is.given to housing and related programmes in. national development

planning, formuJates housing policy in its sopial, financial technical

details, is responsible for housing legislation, co-ordinates the work of

all agencies concerned with housing and related programmes, administers

public financing of housing and related programmes and supervise the execu

tion of housing programmes.

47• There is a trend of opinion in favour of combining the central govern

ment functions in physical development planning with those in housing and

related services.—' Housing and related services form the major share of

physioal development and indeed are the determining factors oa regards most

other types of physical development. Also, many of the relevant oost

factors, such as availability and cost of land, densities, building oodes,

zoning, etc. are determined by physioal planning requirements. The planning

of physioal development provides the means of co-ordinating all types of

physical development which fall outside the strict scope of a housing

ministry but which are linked to residential construction, e.g. industrial

development, development of natural resources, transport, etc. Many

central ministries or agencies in advanced countries now combine these

functions.

48, It should be added, however, that this trend of opinion and practice

is by no means universal; the precise constitution of the central organ

responsible for housing policy and programmes will vary with., national

1/ See the recommendation to this effect in"fhe Report 6f the ad hoo of

Experts on Housing and Urban Development, op.oit.page 18.
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administrative and other conditions. In effect, it is usual to find two

main types .of organs, a ministry or a special housing board or corporation.

There appear to be two important principles which should "be observed in the

constitution of such bodies. The first is that whether it is a ministry or

a special agency, there should be-clear ministerial responsibility for it.

Unless a special agency has the status conferred by direct ministerial res

ponsibility and representation, there will be a danger that its voice in

central planning decision will not be effective.

49. Special importance attaches to the adequate staffing of a central

housing and physical planning organ. In African conditions this presents

the usual difficulty of shortage of trained, personnel. National training

programmes should, therefore, pay special attention to the development of

personnel for housing administrations. This concerns not only professional

and technical personnel whose training and education already form part of

most national programmes. Housing administrators, economists, sociologists,

and statisticians are as important for the successful development of housing

policies and programmes as architects, engineers and physical planners and

in many areas of decision they are indispensable. The development of these

housing skills should, therefore, receive priority in national training and

educational programmes. Countries with well-staffed housing and planning

ministries could contribute effectively to the development of similar bodies

in African countries by providing training facilities and by loaning staff

to train African personnel.

50. It would seem particularl;; desirable in African conditions to provide

facilities for the participation of interested outside bodies in the work

of a central housing and physical planning administration. In the first

place, because of limited trained or qualified personnel, the advioe and

assistance of private persons with special knowledge or skill should be
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tapped. This would apply, for example, to architects and other professional

personnel in private. It is not only a question, however, of advice and

assistance. African countries are entering a period of large development

and expansion in the "building materials industries in circumstances requiring

many difficult and sometimes painful decisions on such question as standards,

cost, building techniques, types of dwelling and methods of approaching the

housing problems of special income or social categories. The range and com

plexity of decisions .to be made will tax the limited resources of official

housing "bodies. These, decisions, however, will not only have wide repercuss

ions but will often require for their successful application the co-operation

and understanding of all concerned in the building process, including the

consumer.

51. :It,is particularly important in developing countries that citizens

should participate in and understand the housing policy and programmes owing

to the lack of resources for establishing strong official administrative

organizations and because, for economic reasons, reliance must "be placed at

;some point on non-monetized resources in labour and materials.

52. In the advanced countries, the foregoing considerations are less im

portant, though there is growing realization of the need for closer co

operation and co-ordination among those involved in the building process.

53. It seems highly desirable, therefore, that in establishing or develop

ing the administrative machinery for housing and physical planning the

African countries should, through consultative bodies and national building

councils, seek to incorporate in the decision-making process the active

contribution of representatives of the interests affected.

54* The implementation of a housing programme will require.local agencies

and organs to plan and execute their programmes within an over-all policy
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determined at the central level. Where there is a local government system,

tKe natural oourse will "be to use and strengthen this system as the agent

of central housing policy. In some cases, it may be necessary to establish

special local agencies but these may suffer from the disadvantage of having

to co-ordinate their activities with those of other public bodies responsible

for, say, municipal services. Owing to the scarcity of technical skill, it

is desirable that central housing organs should provide technical services

to small local agencies and bodies. It is' at the local level that citizen

participation through self-help schemes, co-operative and mutual-aid bodies

and so on, can be most effective..

55* .^One of the primary functions of a central housing, and physical planning

organ 4*s responsibility .for legislation governing hqug^ng and physical

planning. The details of this legislation will vary ;with national circum

stances but its main.purposes may be stated as follows!

(a) establishment ro,f responsibility at government;and local level for

housing and physical; planning; .... / .\

(b) defining the powers of central and local bodies to erect dwellings

for sale or rent;

(o) defining the sources and terms of finance for the erection of

dwellings by central or local bodies;

(d) defining in relation to dwelling construction by public "bodies the

standards, rent or sale terms, eligibility for housing, method

of awarding tenancies, maintenance, etc.

(e) defining the terms of public financial aid to persons and bodies,

other than public bodies, erecting or financing houses for own

occupation, sale or rent;

(f) defining as a condition of such financial aid, the technical,

cost, rent, social and other standards and conditions to be

observed;
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(g) provision in the formulation and development of housing policies

and programmes, for consultative status of interested outside

todies and individuals;

(h) provision for the establishment of systematic research into

housing, building and physical planning problems;

(l) defining responsibility for the preparation in full detail of town

and regional physical development plans;

(j) granting to appropriate bodies adequate powers of enforcement of

the requirements established in physical development plans;

(k) granting to public bodies compulsory powers of land acquisition

under appropriate arrangements for compensation. Such powers to

' ' ""■ ; include advance acquisition oiT land for development;

1 (l) granting to public "bodies adequate "powers to survey housing con

ditions and to control the use of dwellings, itiblU&in^'M£he power

to require demolition, repair, closure or'reduction of overcrowding)

(m) granting powers'to control rents as appropriate.

56. Comprehensive information on the agencies responsible for housing and

physical development and on the number of dwellings being erected by each

agency is not available for Africa.. Very few African countries collect

periodical statistical information on the total number of dwelling units

built. Information is often available on the number of dwelling units

authorized or actually built in metropolitan and municipal areas, where

such construction is subject to building licence and to some sort of techni

cal control by local authorities. Even in such cases, however, a considerable

number of "irregular" dwelling units erected in "bidonvilles", slums or

over congested areas escape all control. Statistics on rural housing are

praotically non existent. The systematic collection of this information

for the continent will help countries to compare their administrative
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arrangements, and to assess each other"s progress. This in turn will lead

to exchange of information about successful methods and policies.

5t» There is in Africa a wide range of methods of dealing with low cost

housing construction, both by the Government and private initiative. Suoh

a variety results froa the individual characteristics of each country* and

.from,the.rimpact - in^ certain African,,countries - of ways and structures of

foreign.po-wers to., which these countries .were linked before they became..in

dependent. T^. present ^paragraph.aims at illustrating, through concrete

examples, from the, experience of ..-a number of typical countriest, the part

played by public powers, semi-public bodies or private initiative; in the,

.construction of low post ozv^OToalled Asocial" housing. . ....-.„,

58. The-role"whibh central government can play is well illustrated by the

oase of Morocco which is, among African'countries, one of those in which

the Government is more directly responsible for the implementation of

cost housing programme. The ^planning aa well as the implementation

management o£-such programmes are the responsibility of the Ministry of

Public Works and, more .-particularly of its Department of Urbanization and

Housing. The; latter includes four ssctionss , ■...

, .,■■ •; the, Sectionof Urbanization, which; is responsible for management

plans..and for, the delimitations-, of zones suitable for the construction of

housing units; ,, ... r.; . .

- the Housing Section, responsible for supervising the actual .

construction?

- the Central Housir^ Ofrico, rssponsible for all surveys used as

a basis for the este.-liehmont of low—cost housing programmes and for the

allocation of such dwellings?
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;; : -the General Studies Office, whioh indicates the trends of the

Government's general policy in the field of low-oost housing.

.. . Both the Housing Sectioned the Central Housing Office have regional

offices within the framework of the decentralized structure of the liinistry

of Publio Works,

59r. State action in the field of housing is twofold. On the tine hand,' the

Housing-Section is directly responsible for the construction of about

4J5OO dwellitigs per year, allocated on rent to the inhabitants of slums

and ovej*poj)ulated "medinan". However, the management of the State*s real

estate is in ihe hands of the Direction of Domains which entrusts'it to a

private body, the Comt>a£r&e immbbiliere franoo-iaarooaine. The latter-pays

,to the.,Domainsf 50 per cent of the returns.and retains the other 50 per oent

■fc end maintenar.ee costs... . : : ... \f- .

Besides direct -construction* the State encourages the building^of ■

th^ir 6wn'li6us^£iirr ;There aro two types of loans: • ■■ n::--.- ,-i. .:;■■■

'■■- ■^-•tliose;: emended ty the State in order to facilitate, by means of:

Q/ ownership of dwellings built:by the'Housing Seetioh| ' r *

- those extsnded "by private funds or banksj among tnese'-there.are-'^

riosi' :tlibs3 extended by regional savings1 and credit bodies

to persbn'^ bf' veryreS+rict^d means, and those aimed at persons en

a medium-sisG inoomc, generally supplied by the Caisse des pr^ts1'

61. Details of loan oor.ditions are given in section IV dealing with the

financing of housing? it in also to be noted that the State contributes

in various uays to alleviating refund costs, especially through interest

rebates.
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6.2. . Besi4es direct building and credit extended to potential builders

for the purchase of. their dwelling, the State also provides various incen

tives in order to encourage citizens to participate in low cost housing

programmes. The main ones are the following:

- self-help housing? .

- "evolutive plots";

- "economical plots".

63. Within the framework of the self-help housing programme, the Ministry

of Works provides plots, equipped with water supply, sewerage and electri

city, Excavation and foundation works are performed under the supervision

of the Housing Section; such plots, the area, of which varies from 64 to

120, square meters,, are allocated to candidates whose income is proved suffi

cient to ensure completion of the building. Besides serviced plots, the

Government provides certain materials and equipment such as windows and

wooden doors, sanitary equipment and, on request, parpen.

64* In the case of the so-called "evolutive plot" programmes, the State

provides plots of. 8 x 8 meters, equipped with water, sewers, roads and

.electricity. These lots are rented under forty year emphyteotic leases.

They are meant for steadily employed heads of family (20-40$ monthly income)

whb, however, have not sufficient means to buy the land andrbuild the house

at the same time. The so-called "economical plots" of about 7Q square

,meters* are sold at their cost value. As in the case of "evolutive plots"

construction is undertaken by contracted private enterprises according to

plans.supplied by the Ministry and established under its direct supervi

sion.

65. To meet the needs of the poorer part of the population, the State

has undertaken* to improve existing slums ("bidonvilles") by providing
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general equipment (roads, collective water points, colleccive lavatories,

sewerage system and, in certain cases, electric network)' to install

"sanitary networks" on "bare sitaa already provided with general equipment

and public sanitary facilities? finally to "build one-room units with a

water point and a shower-lavatory on plots equipped with individual sanitary

facilities. These nuclei r~ ' "-lr.J,iv^ dw'^Mlr^:; a.."1'.' 1-vj :>~ jiVor.v. $2 a rr;nth;

it is understood that tenants san build on their own7 without any changes

in the rent rate, either an additional room in durable matorials, or a

■'■■ temporary shack; The-lattor formula is-at present detaining the' attention

'"-■ of Public Pdwe-rs and Mr Id lil^l?" that :it aighv. ^o "widely aspahdod especially

" : in- the neighbourhood, of largo v>ban centres-. ' ' ■ ■""

66, Finally the "national pronof.ion" housing programmo partly financed

with American assistance, ia to be nantioned. The 1962 programme provides

for the construction of about 2,600 dwellings us follow-;: l>500 in

Casablanca, 700 in Marrakeoh and 400 at Ksnitra. l*he building ohare.cter-

istics and sanitary and tochnioal qta-dards of such dwellings r.ro a^-out J:?ie

sam0 as those described above. As far as possiblOj such dwellings will be

■ "buil^t 'by labourers who irill receive" a daily calory of $0U40 plus1-'(an equal

' -ambunt'"-'In f00d products, LabourVrs'are recruited among the unerrl-ployed of

■■the region on a rota';rry basis ;sd ?as to ensure two weeks of wdir& per month.

The Ministry of Public ^orks'will 'supply'skilled man-power, materials and

'""part of the equipments a« "weTl;^a's technical suporvisi'o.ri. ' "-

67. Suoh dwellings will not belong to the tonants "but will be managed,

like other State-built housing \mits, by the Direction of Domains; rent

returns will be used for maintenance* management cost and partial amorti

zation oi* construction coat,
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6§... The total number., of dwellings "built in 19-61. has been estimated as

follows! ;..: .. ; ■.-.■■ ■ ■:.■■:.<.:■ ■-.-::. : '■--

- 4,000-4,500 dwellings built directly by the State;

- 2,000 to 2,500 dwellings of the "evolutive plots" type built with

partial aid from the S3tate;

- approximately 10,000 dwellings built by private initiative, in urban

areasj

- an undetermined number of,.rural dwellings estimated at a maximum

of 5,000.

Thus the total number of dwellings built every year can be estimated

somewhere iri the range of 20,000 to 25,000 units.'

69. It has been deemed useful to elaborate on the case of .Morocco since

the participation of the State in the field of low cost housing presents
■■■*> .1-, .;-. ■ .. ..■.-.■ -•.-■'•■■ ■'■ ,rt>..- ■ * .

a wide range of different _solutions.

70•. In other African countries, the main contracting body is not the

State but real estate agencies, whose capital is supplied either by the

State itself or by various international economic cooperation funds. The

operating process of such agencies-is practically the same in several Hest

African countries, notably in Senegal (SooietS immbbiliere du Cap Vert,

SICAP), in Ivory Coast (Soc^^te d^urbanisme.et de construction de la Cdte

d^roire^ SUCC.I.) and in Cameroun (Society immobiliere-du Cameroun, SIC).

Partioulars of the. terms on which these societies provide dwellings will

be found in section IV on the financing of housing.

71> An entirely different palrt is played in English-speaking countries

by the building societies, ^-characteristic example of which is found

in the-Nigeria aiding Society, ■ operating mainly in the Lagos area.

Unlike the real estate-societies mentioned above,- the building societies
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do.not build-dwellings directly, tut only financo -their construction under

oonditions varying according to the category of "borrowers and- to different

countries, ,. ; r:■■■ ■ - ■ :.

72. In certain African countries, there are also public HLM (Low-Cost

Housing) offices which enjoy a certain financial autonomy, but whose

capital is provided either directly by the State or by public banks. Thus,

in Senegal, the Office des habitations a loyer modere. established four

years ago, has built more than 2,000 dwellings all over the country, almost

exclusively in urban centres. - ■

73- The plans for dwellings built by the Office are drafted in its own

research department and the construction itself is contracted to private

ri -K enterprises or professional groups. Most of the dwellings built so far be

long to the s^mi-detached one-storey type, made up of two, three or four

main rooms and individual sanitary facilities grouped in a court-yard by

,,. two or four. Covered areas.vary between 40 square meters for two-room

. - /dwellings;to .65-70 for four-room dwellings, ; TheOffioe has recently tried

r . oto-buiJd also two-storey dwellings with the main rooms on the ground floor

■ ■ ; and;;bef3r-rooma on the first floor; these are grouped in tleps.^of four, six

., or; eight and; include a small garden or a court-yard. This experiment is

part of the campaign aiming,at reconciling local populations to ;a collec

tive, type housing which will toecome? more and more necessary owing to the

shortage of gz-ound-land in the immediate vicinity,,pf large: cities, espe

cially Dakar. _.,,:... ., . , -....,:. ;. ,

r- 74* As an example of local governmental action in the field of lpvw-oost

^ housing, the case of the Lagos Executive Development Board in Nigeria is

, to be noted. This body has realized two low-c&st; housing programmes in

the Lagos: suburbs, in line with,the plan aiming at removing slums and

redistributing the population of Lagos overcrowded central areas. One,

two, tkree or four room dwellings have been built in the Suru-Lere area.
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f5» The operating modes of the housing corporation - one of which is

located in the Western Region'and another one has just been established

iri the l&astera Region (the latter is not yet functioning and will be

launched by a team of technical advisers supplied by American aid) are

rather similar to those of the building societies described above. Thus,

tte dapiial of the-Western Region Housing Corporation is made up for the

most part of loans or funds supplied by the regional government; deposits

only account for 6$ of total investments.

76• Such governmental action can be considered as comparatively typical

and is similar - with the exception of certain aspects of the Moroccan pro

gramme described above - to governmental action in a number of Western

European and American countries* Certain African countries, however, tried

to establish original means of action; examples are provided by the Bureau

de 1'habltat du Se'rie'gal and the Service de I'h&bitai de"la C6te d'lvblre.

77 • In Senegal, the Bureau de 1'habitat urbain et du credit immobilier.

Commissariat of Urbanization and Housing, Ministry of Public Works,

established in 1959> is meant, among other tasks, to guide and advise, both

technically and financially, individuals willing to build with the help of

the Credit du Senegal; it also has to study the files of candidates for

loans, to supervise the progress of1 work and to settle contractors1 ■

accounts. In fact, the Bureau had to substitute itself to borrowers' in

the preparation of standard construction projects, including different

types and categories of dwellings the cost of which vary between 240,000

and 1,400,000 CFA Brs (1,600-6,000$). Complete files including & des-

orlptibn, an estimate, detailed plans, etc. are made up from these pro*-

jectsY Such plans are only recommended, but not imposed. For each type

of dwelling, a programme of work is established, with a corresponding

schedule of fund releasing, at: the minimum rate of four instalments.
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78. The really original aspect of the Bureau's action rests in the fact

that the work is allocated not to contractors but to individual workmen

who can prove that they spent 5 or 6 years in a "building enterprise and

passed a professional test. Those who have been accepted are listed

according to three categories depending on their experience and the impor

tance of the work. Beneficiaries of loans from the Credit du 3e"ne*ga.;L can

either appoint a workman of their choice or choose one from the established

list. Prices are fixed in advance and there is practically no call to com

petition. Credits are made available as work progresses - as testified by

periodical inspections undertaken by representatives from the Housing

Bureau - and are paid directly to the workman and not to the beneficiary

of the loan.

79. The Housing Section also parcels out lands supplied by the,State.

. Such plots once roughly equipped inroads and sewerage, are given free of

charge with permission to occupy them; the average surface is about 300

square'meters. The use of standard plans established for these plots is

compulsory. During I96O-6I a total of 5?0 dwellings have been built by

•the Housing Bureau in the Cap Vert region and 520 inside the country for a

total amount of about two million dollars,

80. The total number of dwellings built in 196I can be- measured indirectly

through total investment, both public and private. This has been estimated

at .1,862-millions 5tCPA> i.e. slightly more than the amount originally,

foreseen in. the Plan.:.. Nearly 40 per cent of this amount is accounted for

by the national budget} another 40 per cent comes from external loans*.

The share of private investment in,the total is just over 10 per cent,

part of which represents re-investment ("auto-finanoement"), of the revenue

of the SICAP. It should be noted, however, that under "private inye&tment"

is recorded only the part of private financing contributed by the
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; ,, beneficiaries of individual loans, granted by the,-.."<

4ina;asiste^,.private .inyev.tnigjvfc [is^no-t. recorded,, Furthermore, ..t&©. investment

:,-.. -connected with providing accommodation for. gav.eynfrient; e,m,plo.y:ee,8r,o.f, the

Ministry of Education, the Ministry, of Health, ths Postal Administration,

etc. is included under thoir respective headings and not under the item

"housing". Thus it can og estimated that approximately between 2,500 and

3,000 dwellings were built in 1961 wit1! some assistance by the State or by

its subsidiary bodies; however no indication i3 available on the number of

dwellings built privately and in rvral areaso

f:-/i.-.81. In Ivory Coast, the Housing Bureau, which is part of sthe Direction of

Construction, Ministry of Construction^and Urbanization, set .up...a few years

i: so-called "technical assistance tc construction'! -fceano, fourteen of

are at present in operation. It is intended ,J:o increase this number

in the near rfaturo and later on to. establish one in each of the

;; ■aoua-?prdfec.turos,,.into which tho, c Grintry is divided,. These toame are provided

at ,t4e, Btar;"V with^an. operating fun£ of.L;5QG,OQQ. CFA Prs (about 2,000$), and

,,abasic ,9..;uipraeiit including a saaX^L lorry.,for .-transport, presses for manu-

- :facturing parpen, a small concrete mi^e.r:..sn4 ligijt tools*/. They are under

the supervision of 3, small group of technicians paid directly by the State?

including a head of sector, e. foreman, an accountant and sometimes a topo

grapher. These teams hsvve e.n autonomous managen^nt controlled \>y ths

Ministry's central ^orvioes. They travel in their respective zones at the

request of ucara to whom they rent presses for the manufacture of parpen or

sell stabilized 3artli ox cement parpens at thoir cost value. They are also

allowed to sail other basic materials such as cement, sheefc-iron, wood,

which thoy order globally from tbo Minist,ry0 Their efficioncy varies of

course, essentially according to the quality of the supervisory staff; an

improved "technical ?,o£istp,nce, which will be possible with the establishment

l/ The United Nations Technical Assistanco Board Pilot Housing project in

Mogadiscio (Somalia) is or^aniniGd on c somewhat similar principle*
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of departmental/ delegations common to the Ministries of Public Works and

Construction, and a "better management control could improve their output.

According to a very rough estimate, it is thought that their aotlon accounts

for 2,000 to 3>000 dwellings per year.

82. This rather unique experiment deserves a more thorough study as it re

presents an interesting example of an intermediary solution "between classi

cal self-help housing and direct intervention of the State. It is in fact

intended to have these teams play an important part in the implementation

of a wide agriculture-rural-housing joint operation which will "be financed

with outside aid, mainly from the United States and the Federal Republic of

Germany. Within the framework of this project, it is intended to encourage

the improvement ot agricultural methods - notably through the use-of ferti

lizers, machinery, or animal traction - and the adoption of cattle vaccina

tion while systematic effort would be made at the same time to improve rural

housing. The operation will include the establishment of agricultural co

operatives which would extend loans to be refunded in ten to -twelve years,

guaranteed by agricultural production. The project provides that manpower

will be supplied free of charge by cooperative members and basic materials

on loan.

83. Net private investment in housing and building in I960 has been esti

mated at over 5 billion. Kr CFA. Statistical data on the number of dwellings

built in the country as a whole are not availablej but the figure of

.6,000 - 7,000 has been mentioned as a reasonable order of magnitude. In

urban areas the principal investor in medium and low cost housing is the

SUCCI, whose activity has expanded from 200 dwellings completed in 19-6"O,

n 1961 and over 1,000 in 1962.
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84. The United Arab Republic has a central ministry responsible for

housing, public services and utilities. This ministry ascertains housing

needs, establishes the standards for/^housing, administers the public funds

advanced to municipalities and private "builders., provides technical assist

ance, including plans,, to municipalities and other constructors., formulates

and, administers rent policy, carries out research andoonstruots some hous

ing projects directly:. Between 40,000 and .50,000 dwellings are. beyig built

:aimaally in urban areas and it is estimated that about 40,000 rural dwell-

rings fare [being t^uilt 'annuallyr including the erection of mud houses by the

villagers themselves. Of the dwellings being built in urban areas, some

what over half were being p£ovid,©,d by public "bodies., principally..,the muni

cipalities, and the remainder by private builders. There is now increased

emphasis on public housing,,:both es,^,-matter, of policy and because private

investment in housing 4s declining as a result of,,rent-control measures

introduced in 1961 and 1962, At present 80 per cent of investment in hous

ing comes from public funds. Go-operative housing is .encouraged through

therprovision of land and public funds on special terms. Cooperative

iSooieties build about 3,000 houses annually* .-.->■■■■

85. The role of the ministry in establishing standards is particularly im

portant. Model plans are' prepared by the ministr^'for' the three categories

oi dwellings erected, namely"economic, average' and above average.-Economic

dwellings consist 0? one to three rooms'plus kitchen, hall and bathroom;

average dwellings: consist of :tw6> three and four robms plus kitchen, hall

and bathroom5 and above average dwellings contain three, four and five

habitable rooms. In addition "there are differences in finish and equip

ment. The model plans are revised annauliy so-as to Incorporate new ideas
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for improving the cost/quality ratio and to avoid over-standardisation. It

is not obligatory to use the model plans;but in practice.they are widely

usedt ' .

86* In Kenya the main responsibility for'social housing lies with the local

authorities. The Ministry of Public Works, as in many other African countr

ies ffrovides housing for government employees* Itibuilt jusi over 5,000

houses "between 1954 aiid 1957* ranging from houses of 2,800 sq.ft. down to

*ne-rdomhouses of 200 sq.ft. The amount of such housing is, however, de

creasing,r in accordance with government policy to move away.from-responsi-

; bi'lity for staff housing. The Ministry of^'-Health and Housing is responsible

for the general lines of housing policy but the main executive agency is the

Central Housing" Board'* The; principal function of the Board, the membership

"' of "which includes* offioiais and hon-offibials, is^to-'administer a'■ Sousing

'l ■ Piind: 'ffom: wHich it may make loans to local aiitliorities, companies^ societies

or individuals5 for approved housing prbjects. The Board's membership in-

r'- eludes ihe Government Chief Arohitect, the Town-Planning Adviser and a re-

' presentative of the Director of MeSical'Services, who advise the 3Joard on

vthe technical and health aspects of housing, and on specific schemes under

consideration. The Board also'employs technical !officers, including an

L-. a3M5hite/pt; and engineer,, to examine schemes submitted by local authorities,

^ ; ;to a^^yise, local authorities, and, if. so req.uested by those smaller local

•.-» i". autiiorities which .do not employ, their own specialist, staff, to design and

■■ - s^ervise; ;t^tie construction, of housing:, schemes^ for them. The Board, by the

, end of, Ig6lj -had. made loans t.oi<allingr £135 million, almost all to local

. autjipr^jties,. It would like to, p.ijvest at least £4Q0,00:0 annuallvv in housing,

ir .equivalent; to .perhaps, 1,000 houses "but funds are not^urrently available

for suob-.a program^..-,.,. Building, societies .have been very active in the past

in financing private residential construction mainly by Europeans and Asians}
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at the present transitional jurie5^e~4n":-E<to3ra1»--':ii;s''feopy" the "building societies

are not functioning, owing to a lack of depbsit funds. The largest single

housing programme in Kenya is that of Nairobi City Council, which has a hous

ing estate of some 14,000 units, including a contract for 3,000 currently

being executed. The latter is one of the largest single housing contracts

awarded in Africa outside South Africa. The Council has raised funds on its

own in addition to borrowing from the Central Housing Board,

87. In the Sudan the National Housing Department of the Ministry of Local

Government is the main agency of housing policy. It envisages building 400

tenant purohase dwellings annually over ten years in the principal urban

centres of Khartoum, Omdurman and Port Sudan. The central town planning

functions are also with the Ministry of Local Government and there is close

co-ordination between the housing and townplanning officers. The Ministry

of Works builds between 100 and 150 houses annually for state employees. The

National Housing Department houses are designed by their own staff and are at

present oonstruoted in patented sand-oement blocks which are made in the de

partments own block-making plant; it also.purchases all the requisite mater

ials and contracts only the labour. At Omdurman the Department has also or

ganized and supervised a scheme of self-help housing where 4,000 houses in

permanent and temporary materials have been built on land provided at nominal

cost and with model house plans provided by the Department. A recent develop

ment in the private sector has been the emergence of co-operative building

societies financing and constructing middle-class housing. It was estimated

in connexion with the Master Plan for Khartoum that around 600 houses were

built annually in the greater Khartoum area between 1954 and 1958. This

compares with an estimated lo.cal need of 6,600 new units to replace unfit

dwellings and reducfe overcrowding.
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88. In the Republic of South Africa, the National Housing Board is the

central government agency responsible for national housing policies. The

Board provides the capital funds for and exercises technical control over

the housing programmes of the local authorities who are responsible for

housing in the areas under their jurisdiction. Local authorities are re

garded as best able to assess the housing needs of their citizens and to

correlate requirements with incomes, and best equipped to. plan ^housing

schemes and thereafter to undertake the administration of the dwellings.

The Board is empowered to erect housing on an agency basis for local authori-

ties, and this power" is not infrequently exercised. In the year 1959> out

of ;a; total production of 45*000 dwellings, approximately two-thirds was

goverrunent^sponsored housing and one-third private enterprise housing. The

Board has sponsored an intensive programme of research into reducing the

cost of housing while retaining what are regarded as adequate minimum stand

ards^*. The main public housing programme is the "Bantu" programme under

" whicn approximately 20,000-30,000 tenant purchase houses have been built

annually in recent'years at an annual cost of about £12 million. A programme

of tftis size is expected to continue until 1971? decreasing thereafter. The

housing of the European population has mainly been left to private enterprise;

government loans are available for such housing and local authorities provide

subsidized housing for low-income European families. The'housing of Asiatics

is now "being undertaken on the same basis as for the Bantu, through the local

authorities.

l/ An account of this research and its results, as far as one category of

: housing is concerned can be found, in Native Housing in South Africa by

D.M. Calderwood, Johannesburg, 1953. Each country must determine its

own housing standards but the work of the National Building Research

Institute, Pretoria, provides a' model in the methodology of housing and

building research.
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89, In Tanganyika, the Ministry for Local Government'is responsible for

housing policy. It has recently established a National Housing Corporation

to provide and facilitate the provision of houses, to make housing loans

and grants to local authorities, individuals and bodies, to advise arid assist

in the preparation of housing schemes, to carry out inquiries into housing

needs and to take over and administer the Ministry's earlier loans on 4»2'00

houses. Many of these houses were built by the Government and subsequently

handed over to the municipalities to administer. The National Housing Cor

poration is now establishing policy as regards the types and standards of

housing to be provided. It has also organized a successful self-help pro

ject and proposes to develop and expand self-help housing schemes. The

Ministry of Works provides a limited programme of housing for government

employees.

90. In Somalia the Mnistry of Finance is responsible for national housing

policy. There was recently established, as a joint undertaking by the

Somalia Government and the United Kations, a Housing Office which is engaged

in the construction of houses in Mogadiscio both by contract and by direct

labour. This Housing Office is expected to develop in time into a national

housing agency. It ic also hopsd to develop a national mortgage agency to

re-finance the houses being erected by the Housing Office. The Ministry of

Works undertakes ^ limited programme of housing for government employees,'
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IV. FIBANCIHG.OF HOUSING. AJTD RELATED SERVICES

91. The supply of capital funds for long term credit is the principal

limiting faptor in the establishment of adequate housing and related pro

grammes in Africa.. Some over-all estimates of requirements may be made.

In a number of countries where the prices of materials are favourable, an

urjban social family dwelling is being produced at a cost of approximately

$1,000. This is a dwelling in permanent materials of reasonable minimum

standards. On the optimistical assumption that such a figure could be

achieved throughout Africa by cheaper domestic production of materials and

by greater labour productivity, such dwellings would be within the reach of

only a limited section of the present urban population. Cheaper methods of

housing, such as self-help and sites and services, would also be essential.

Let it then be assumed that, on average, the provision of urban dwellings

of any kind would cost $500 per unit. .:!'..■ -

92. It has been calculated that urban housing needs-7 amount to about

560,000 dwellings annually in the early 1960s, Of these, 300,000 units are

..required to house the annual population increase) 130,000 to meet new

obsolescence; and 130,000 to remedy the existing deficit. Ibr practicable

purposes it may be assumed that the immediate objective of housing policy

would be to prevent the housing situation deteriorating and to build at

least enough dwellings to keep pace with population increase. The fore

going estimates of urban needs include the UAE and South Africa, two

oountries with large urban populations and housing programmes. The typical

African country, apart from these two, has on average only 7 P©r ©ent of

its population living in urban areas as compared with 15 P«r cent for Africa

as a whole (including South Africa and the UAR). The annual requirement

to house the urban population increase in Africa, excluding South Africa

l/ See World Housing Conditions and Requirements, op. oit.
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and the- tJAR is of the order of ,120,000 units, .On- the assumption of each

unit costing 1509, the total annual cost of the required programme,would.,

be $60 million. It has been .estimated by the EGA .secretariat thai; the .,; . .

total-annual national income of Africa* excluding South Africa and tte; ,.

UAH, is in the region of 18 billion, dollars. An investment of $6,0. million

annually does not appear to "be an impossible programme in relation to.total

estimated national income. The estimate of cost, however, is extremely low

and no provision has "been made for the cost of services. Also, it is a pro

gramme designed only to prevent the situation from deteriorating; it makes

.-HP provision, for improving the situation. In these circumstances, it might

JH$ a^sume^.that for Africa, excluding South Africa and the UAR the investment

target,for urban housing and service should be of the order of $100 million

dollars. This would be only about 0.5 per cent of the.estimated national

.income of these countries. This estimated national income contains, however,

,- a large percentage of imputed value to non-monetary product. In practice,

the monetary economy is largely an urban phenomenon. If it is assumed that

the. I per cent of population living in urban areas produce 20 per cent of

tfcs estimated total, national income this would amount to about $3-5 billion.

The figure of $100 million for urban housing and services would be equiva-

.; lent, on these assumptions, .to about 3.0. per cent of urban gross national

product. Again, this is not an unmanageable proportion. ...;.„

93. The foregoing figures are-admittedly based.on extremely optimistic.:

assiimptions as to dost per unit* Nevertheless, they do begin to. suggest

thatthe taslc of improving urban housing and: services in African .countries

is'not a'forlorn one involving astronomical demands upon national resources

taken in gross terms. This conclusion is important; it suggests.that

although there is hd aui6k:final solution urban housing anoV services could

be distinctly improved by establishing reasonable targets. -;: - ,.
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94. The real difficulty in African conditions, however, is the nature o:fT

the financial resources required. Social housing within the means of low-v

income families can "be provided only through long-term credit.at moderate

interest rates. This is precisely the kind of financing which is scaroe

in oountries where national income estimates have large imputed values and

personal incomes are low- ...

95. The financing problem for social housing, therefore, is the mobiliza

tion of capital funds for long-term investment. Domestic sources must pro

vide a large measure of such funds. Apart from the normal capital raising

methods of "borrowing and taxation, consideration should be given to special

measures directly r&lated to housing. Experience in advanced countries Has

shown the merits of many special devices to accumulate capital funds for

housing. These include a compulsory requirement for employers to provide

housing for their workers* this is not a measure generally to "be recommended

since the social implications of employer-owned housing can be unfavourable.

On the other hand, co-ordination of economic development with housing and"

related services may require 3uch a measure. Generally, it is more usual-

to require employers, e.g. as in France, to make a contribution -* fixed in

relation to the payroll or number of employees - to "the housing funds of

publio "bodies. In a number of African countries, employers, if they do not

provide housing, are obliged to pay their workers a special' supplemeht*"^

These supplements i:n effect inflate the general rent level,- Consideration

should be given to channelling at least some part,of the. allowances (or.,

future increases in them) into a public housing fund where they could be.

used to add to the stock ;of dwellings and thus lower rent levels. If suofc

a measure were accompanied^by a rent control the social effect of the...■...

oiiange-over would beJ considerable since new privates investment in housing

is relatively small.'1 • ■ 'v .
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96. Compulsory levies for housing on employers may also "be accompanied "by

or, &e in Western Germany, replaced by income tax concessions or exemptions

in respect of funds invested in housing.

97• Another type of .compulsory levy is that; employed in Italy and Greece*

whereby employees are obliged to contribute specially to public funds used

for the provision of workers' housing,

98. Another primary Bource of capital funds for housing providing a safe

actuarial return is social welfare funds and pension funds. In many ad

vanced countries, there is oompulsory direction of these funds intc housing.

Similar direction may take place with regard to private savings institutions

including insurance companies. Recourse has also been had in a number of

Latin American countries to compulsory investment, by individuals, in special

housing bonds.

99. Western Germany provides a special case, where a full range of income

tax exemptions and, oonce.ssions stimulate the large-scale provision of pri

vate capital for housing.

100. The foregoing measures relate essentially to the mobilization of

capital funds by public measures or incentives. Voluntary savings also can

provide substantial sums for housing. The lack of an adequate system of

savings institutions is a primary drawback to the mobilization of capital.

Housing policy in African countries should envisage the establishment of a

vigorous system of savings and loan associations, building societies, etc.,

to provide an incentive and a focus. A house represents for most families

a tangible objective for savings. The existence of institutions which give

housing loans in return for savings of a fixed ratio can stimulate savings

in a way not possible where there is no specific objective to save for.

Apart from establishing such institutions or encouraging their expansion,
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funds should be used as far as possible as matching funds t9 stimulate the

creation of local capital. The total financing of a housing project, from

external funds, while a definite contribution, would not be as effective

as using external funds to launch a self-help project, to provide "seed

capitnl" for a savings and loan institution, to provide strategic components

such as roofs, windows, doors, serviced lots, etc., which can serve as a

nucleus for the formation of domestic capital. The production of essential

materials and components from external capital is a particularly suitable

measure, especially if it reduces imports of materials and develops domestic

resouroes such as timber. The external capital could also be used to pro*-

vide materials'on long-term credit. The second principle is that, as.far as

possible, such loans should be soft loans not requiring repayment in foreign

currency, since housing does■hot generate foreign earnings. : ■:-:

1Q7« It has been suggested earlier that the volume of investment required

in Africa to bring about an improvement in urban housing and services is of

manageable size. This is an important consideration in the context of ex

ternal funds, as it shows that the external funds required to make appreci

able impression on the situation are not limitless. The need for such ex-

ternal assistance may also be expected to diminish tilth econoirio progress in

the developing countries.

108, T!l|e African states, for their part, should consider what measures they

might take to encourage external investment in their urban housing and

services. A clear definition of the housing problem, the establishment of

reasonable national targets and the comprehensive mobilization of all re

levant domestic measures are prerequisites. In addition, consideration

might be given to appropriate guarantees and insurance, perhaps on a con

tinental basis/ on external capital invested in housing and related services-

The proposed Afriiaan Development'Bank might, here also, provide the appro

priate mechanism*
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; -:v.!lO9i* Some general considerations in regard to>the use'of available capital

shfcUl& be added. In,principle, the objective should "be to provide economic

■ housing and not to undertake a heavy annual burden of subsidy in addition to

-,; finding new capital. This implies, above all, rigorous research into cost

:.: reduction with a view every year to enhancing the possibility of aft economic

rent,. It also calls for longer.amortization periods, with differential in-

terest rates, so that in effect one interest rate can subsidise the other,

and favouring owner-occupation and tenant^purchase with minimum deposits

r-zr. where, feasible. If, owing: to a relatively large1 number of wafge-earners and

, salary earners,; i)he budgetary position is such that income redistribution

wo.i\r .through subsidies is feasible, care^ should'be taken to make such subsidies

temporaryandyta.relate them at all times to financial need, ' There'are many

modes'of such-'subsidy systems in Europe-^ where every effort ie trade to limit

the annual burden of housing subsidies to individual need. Special import

ance attaches.in African conditions to the design of houses, with space for

a.lodger who, in effect,, can subsidize,£he family's rent»......, ...... _^

110»i The oontritution of private initiative to the construction66f'- low cost

; -housing of an acceptable quality is practically nil in mbsf African-countries,

:[ Qii\the .other hand, private initiative is very aOtlve'on the spefttilaiive

:■.-;■:-■. market of hi^i-olass ihousing and,'' to; a; leaser degree, of ■ttppeii'middie-claBB

,: : hoiacing. : The housingrshortage prevailingtiixiiBSost largo African'cities makes

:■■{■■■ it possible to.sell low quality-dwellings-at prohibitive prioesj oil the

other hand, it is usual to-amortize rented dwellings over a very short

period sometimes not exceeding three years.

: 111. Another .type :ofr private initiative oons'i^g' in building dwellings

- deatined.iin'iHpiiiciple for a family but actual'I-jr -let to one famil3rB$jr

, Habitable-room. The owner :or tenant can in this "way derive impoiHaiit •

l/ See the Financing of Housing in Europe, United Nations, Geneva 1958<
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re/turns "by sub-letting part of his dwelling. This sometimes excessive sub-

letting; polioy la quite frequent in all- large urban -centres* which "are

sometimes.tremendously overcrowded. As long as housing shortage" will exist

in these areas, it is impossible -to expect that controls or regulations can

bring a. solution*■ In a particular case, in Abidjan, a real estate'society

has undertaken the construction of a few hundred dwellings taking' into con

sideration the sub-letting possibility. They are destined essentially to

an ethnic group from the Abidjan area which was progressively confined in

slum zone as other ethnic groups,■•■ considered as foreigners, were oooupy-

the city. Within th© framework of a slum control- opera-tion* it was

decided to accommodate them in new dwellings built by this Bocisaty allowing

them to find, within the same city, possibilities^orresources'similar to

those they-derived?from sub-getting one or several rooms,^/usually located

at the back oft-a courtyard included in the.compound. ■;■: .

Il2f Hent control as a measure to limit private speculation in housing has

been introduced in dnumber of African countries and is'being considered in

others. Rent control is classically a double-edged weapon which, while

keeping rents low for-social and economic purposes, can reduce investment

in housing and thus reduce the increase in the supply-of housing,which in

,the:long run')is the only solution to high and speculative rents. It seems

desirable-in African conditions that where rent control is introduced it

: sfcpuld be based ;6ii; an /attractive return on; capital invested whioh at the

..same time.-;would not be socially excessive. . : i -i:^ ■

113. A particular form of speculation which exists in a number of African

countries is -that whereby houses erected for owner-Hoocupancy with public

loans are re-rlet at exorbitant rents; Public authorities should set their

faces firmly ;again9t this.■foEm-of/^peculation,, by,imposing a control of

•si;
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such re-letting - if necessary, by reserving for themselves the right to

re-let. The following are particulars of financing methods currently

employed in a seleoted number of African countries:

Morocco ...

114- State Housings Dwellings built by th©.: State cost 30 to 40$ per

square meter; the State lets them at a rate representing 6 per cent of

the oost, which includes, besides the building cost, the cost of the site

and its equipment.

"115* Self-help Rousing: The cost, of ^he.-equipped plot and foundations

as well as of the materials supplied by the.Ef1i.ajte> amounting to. about $600,

is advanced as. a loan refundable over ten. years. The total-construction

cost of a one s.torey dwelling of about 75 square meters in surface, is

about 1,500$. Some people prefer to buy from the Ministry sufficient

building materials to build their own dwellings; in such cases the amount

of the loan is increased from $600 to $900.

116, Evolutive Plots> The annual rent of th§ ;land, equals 2 per cent of

the.;total cost of the equipped plot* A construction loan of ftbout $300

is paid in three instalments as work progresses. .;Canditjlates must, on the

other hand, contribute a personal amount of $100* Elans -and technical

supervision are supplied by the Circonscriptj-on de.1'habitat; loans can

be refunded over ten years at a rate of some $4' Per montji.

117 • Eoonbmioa-X Plotst In order to meet the needs bif the' section of

population enjoying a slightly higher income (above $40 per month), the

State has1 launched an "economical plots" programme. These plots, about

70 scuare meters in surface, are sold at their cost value. Candidates

must contribute a personal amount of $200 and the loan extended by the

State amounts to $500, 'paid in instalments of $100" as work progresses, as
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testified by the Housing Section. The loan amount and the "balance of the

equipped plot cost are to "be refunded in 120 monthly instalments. Dwell

ings built within the framework of this programme will include one room

and a "bath room and will be let for a monthly rent of 2-2.'5$Y representing

6 per cent of building cost. .:■'■ ■::-:: .......

Senegal

118. Credit du Senegal: Loans extended by the Credit du Senegal, through

the Housing Bureau, carry an interest of 3.25 per cent (for loans up to

- $10,000') arid of 5 per1 cent (for loans above-4iO,000). The amortization of

such iba'ris^iV c#l#u!late& on five or' seven years according to the category

of borrowers;'collebtivities, cooperatives'or self-help housing ("castor")

• bodies can exceptionally obtain a ten year refund.

119. Low-cost Housing (HLM) Offices The Office is run on an annual budget
,,._.,,_... ;i,v .,,,.-"—~ ; \: >,.,. ,.,i::, 1 .-.;.;.;.--■" ■ ... .:■!.-:' ■-.-. ■■-,/-; rh.rji.-rr

of more than three million dollars, contributed by the-State from a fund

made up of a 2 per cent deduction from all salaries. Out of the total nura-

;: ■'! ' ber1 of dvellings built by the'; Offide 20 per cent are-iW-'oh rent. The

• vi.-■ i 'Office's-building programme is in principle devoted to families with an in-

" r: come of less than $80 per month; monthly rents must not exceed 25 per cent

1 of the tenant's salary. As the cost of dwellings ranges between 40 and 5°

1 ' ?'n dollars- per -square meter in lai*ge urban centres in the' ooasi'al'zone (reach

ing almbst twice this amount in certain remote cities), an economical type

■r three-^room dwelling costs about $3,000. Such a dwelling can H& let on

rent at the rate of $16 per month, cy, ^enanVpurchase with a ;ten-year

amortization a$ the^rat© of: about 25ft per month, or.-a.-fifteenryear amorti-

. = zation at the rate of $17Tper month, , T^iese, payments; are calculated re-

. .gardless of papital interest; it; is also to. be noted; that &o -far.;the HLM

,,Qff4.ce haa:been able,to buil^.;;mast .of these, dwellings on land,! handed over

by the State. However, in order to implement its programmes, the Office
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recently bought land at a cost of up to 1,20$ per square meter in the

Dakar area. :... . .-■- ■■-..-...'■'.'.-.....' ... .' ..

Nigeria

120. Lagos Executive Development Board: This body has realized two low

oost housing programmes Tn the Lagos area. One, two, three or four habit

able room dwellings have "been built in the Suru-Lere area. Such dwellings

are let at a uniform rent of 3»5$ per month and habitable room; in fact

the rent is subsidized, for the total amount of the operation has been

financed by State funds in the form of a loan without interest reimbursable

over forty years, ffin a near-by site the Board has also built 1,300 dwell

ings with rather similar characteristics and allotted to families of par

ticularly restricted means evicted from slum areas. A few two-storey

buildings grouping four dwellings per storey are also included in this pro

ject; such dwellings are substantially more expensive than the one-storey

ones. Rents were rixed at 2.5& per month and habitable room; this was made

possible due to the fact that the building funds required were entirely

contributed by the State on a non-recoverable basis. These rents are there

fore entirely devoted to management and maintenance costs about which, how

ever, sufficient experience ia still lacking. The allocation of dwellings

was made according to a priority system and the first ones were reserved

in priority to persons with an annual income inferior to $100; at a second

sta-ge, however,'this was increase! to $840 for tenants of1 three" or four-

room dwellings. Six thousand requests were received for 1,300 dwellings,

121. Western Begion Housing Corporation; At the end of 1961 the Western

Region Housing Corporation had extended about 600 loans at an interest

rate of 7 P©r cent for the construction of dwellings representing a total

amount of £1,450.
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Cameroun ,

122. The operation of the Sooiete immobiliere du Cameroun (SIC) can "be

considered typically representative of societies existing in French speak

ing countries. Established in 1952, SIC is an anonymous society in which

the Caisse centrale de cooperation economique (Economic Cooperation Central

Fond) and the Cameroonese government contribute the major part of the

capital (4095 each), the balance being provided by private banks, Douala

City Hall and a limited number of private share-holders. SIC's capital

was recently increased to 200 million CPA Frs (about 800,000$). The society

which, strictly speaking, is a non-profit one, is authorized to re-invest

in housing programmes the balance of profits, after deduction of management

and maintenance costs. Its annual programme is established according "to

demand - which is very heavy, particularly in Yaounde since the federal

capital began its development - the availability of building sites and

means of finanoing. SIC buys building land out of its own capital and

finances surveys, the cost of which is included in the building cost. In

frastructure costs are financed by direct subsidies from the Eoonomic

Development Fund (FAC)j it is understood, however, that infrastructure costs

are to be entered into rent rates. The building cost proper is covered by

loans extended by the Economic Cooperation Central Fund, refundable over 20

years at reduced interest rate of 2.5 per oent.

123* -Dwellings are allocated either on rent or tenant-purchase. At pre

sent most of the dwellings built by SIC are let on rent, the major part of

tenants being civil servants (up to 85 per cent in Yaounde and 80 per cent

in Douala) who only pay a third or a quarter of the rent the balance being

paid directly by the Stated. A small proportion of dwellings "built by

In several countries rent rates are calculated in proportion to civil

servants1 salaries; this proportion varies from 20 to
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SIC are allocated tenant-purchase $ in the particular circumstances of the

housing market in the Cameroons, the extension, of such a formula is limited

on the one hand by credits directly extended by the State for accession to

ownership, on the other hand "by the' too economic character^of the dwellings

built by SIC, which do not attract potential buyers enjoying sufficient

financial means to purchase their own dwellings. —

124* Dwellings built by SIC are classified into three categories." The

lower one is constituted by economical dwellings whose building cost does

not exceed 20-35$ P©r square "meter, and monthly rents vary from'$4 for one-

room dwellings to 16$ for three-room dwellings of a 50 square meter maximum

surface. The second category includes dwellings whose building oost- yaries

from 40; to 50 dollars per square meter, and monthly rents-.from 30$ for a

three-room dwelling to 55$. for: a five-room one with garden. Such dwellings

are of. a slightly, higher- standing, including in particular a more elaborate

sanitary equipment and a better quality finish* Finally,: SIC also -builds

\sorcalled "middle-standing" dwellings at ai cost,of about $60 ,per. square

meter, rents, for which vary from 75vto!- 150 dollars per month according to

siee.- ■ -■■ .-. ■ ■ . ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ,■-.,.
;■«

125- As an example, an average economical 80 square meter dwelling would

cost about $3,26c. SIC's rent scale - which takes into account the amorti

sation of "building cost, of land, infrastructure and survey costs, of

capital interest, of manageable and maintenanbe costs - fixed monthly rents

at about 1 per cent of the total cost, i.e. about 32$ in the above example.

It is interesting to note that the same order of magnitude, i.e.' a monthly

rent representing about 1 per cenx of the cost, has been adopted^y.^her

real;eotate societies operating in .W^s_tern_^frican:Qounti*i.e.s, r-suoh .as

SUCCI;in Ivory Coast and SICAP in Senegal<■ ,■■-..■ r, ■ tJ _
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126. As mentioned above, such renting actually covers the amortization of

buildihg cost; however, in the case of tenant-purchase - and in order to

establish a difference between the latter and simple tenancy - SIC imposes

a ten year purchase term, instead of fifteen, which brings- the tenant-^

purchase monthly rate scale to about 1.5 P§r cent of the building cost*

New formulas are in fact, under review in order to find an intermediary

solution between simple tenancy and tenant-purchase; dwellings would thus

be.allocated with a. lease including a selling promise to the titular OCCU-

P^nt.. ... . . . . ■ -, .- .... < - :\ -,-..■ -.

Ivory Coast ■.■.*.

127. SUCCI operates oh a similar basis, with loans refundable over fifteen

years at an Interest rate of 4.5 per cent for economical dwellings and 5-6

per cent tor"higher grade dwellings. Its technical and qualitative stand

ards are similar tb: those of SIC; however, a larger proportion of dwellings

built by SUCCI is allocated tenant-purchase. Monthly payments are actually

the same for simple tenancy and tenant-purchase and include amortization of

Wilding and land equipment costs, capital interest and management and

maintenance costsj according to the Society's present financing methods,

these, monthly payments account for about 0.8 per cent of the initial oost.

Both SIC and SHC.CI estimate that maintenance costs will amount to 2. Jper

.cent per year of the initial cost;, i^owever, these societies' dwellings

have not been in existence long enough to check the accuracy of this hypo

thesis. ... . ., ■: ; , .

Senegal -' .■■■:■. ;-■ .-■■. -.. ■ ■ ■ -. - ■: •

128. -"The ■ Society immoljilier& du-Cap-Vert (SICAP) which builds* nexolu-

sively in Dakar, an average of some 400 dwellings per year,-dperateS'bn

a similar basis. It is a mixed society with a 90 per cent State parti

cipation! 50 per cent of the dwellings are let on rent and the rest tenant-
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purchase. Simple tenancy is calculated on the basis of 1 per cent per

month, of the total cost whichinoludes not only building cost .but:also

taxes, insurance, maintenance cost (estimated for smaller dwellings at

1.5-3 per cent per year), management cost and amortization, over twenty

years at an interest rate of 2-5 per cent. Thus, a dwelling of the "super-

economical" (category the: cost of which is about $2,000, is let at,about

$20 per month. On the other hand, tenant-purchase is calculated on the

basis of a ten year refund; thua, 70 square meter dwellings cat* "be pur

chased on 30-45$ monthly instalments. During the first ten years, the

Society undertakes major maintenance works free of charge (e.g. walls and

roofs)j after this period, tenants receive title-deeds covering ownership

of "both "building and land.

129. In the case of the Nigeria Building Society, 8.5 per cent compound

interest loans are extended to every individual wishing to build "his own

dwelling; such loans are refundable over 15 or 18 years; if the "borrower

can supply a guarantee from his employer, the refund period can he expanded

to 20 years. The loan amount, expressed in per cent of the cost or value

of the property - including land - according to an estimate supplied by the

Society's interested department, varies in proportion to the loan category

and can reach up to 80 per cent for loans inferior to £2,500 or 95 P©* cent

when the borrower can supply additional guarantees. The Society also ex

tends loans for the construction of tenement houses of a rather primitive

type which are frequent in the vicinity of Lagos. In this case there is

'no upper limit to the" loan amount; the latter, however, may not Exceed 50

per cent of'the project value or estimated cost) amortization of the loan

■must be completed over ten years and the interest rate is 8,5 PS* cent.

A tenement house is defined as any "biiloing including more than ten

habitable rooms.or more than two kitchens.
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130. The Nigeria'Building Society has1 "been in operation since 1957 and

to date has extended more than a thousand loans most of which^&re devoted

to dwellings; maintenance costs are calculated at-2-2.5-per cent per year.

It has cooperated in the implementation of a low cost housing programme

sponsored by the Lagos Executive Development Board. Three and four-room

dwellings have teen built'at a cosfvarying between £1,'300 and 1,700. It

is also intended to build'middle-grade dwellings, at-a cost varying from

£2,^00 to 3>5OO; such dwellings would include four to six habitable rooms

and a garage. ■"'■"'" . -- ;

131. The Society's capital, amounting to about £2,500,000, is partly made

up of shares held by the Commonwealth Development Corporation, the Federal

■ ■ ■ 1 („■■ ■ ■ - . r.

Government and the Eastern Region Government. Besides its working oapital,

the Society may borrow on the private market or from State banks-

flnlted Arab Republic

132. The capital for public housing is provided by the State for twenty

years at interest rates varying from 0 to 3 per cent. The differential

rate depends on the economic strength of the area and of the municipality's

resources. Th-s Cairo Municipality, for example, is able to finance its

£E1,37O million programmes from its own resources. Most of the £H0

million provided by the State 13 loaned to the municipalities. The rate

of interest charged also depends on whether the housing is for economical

housing or for average housing - it may be up to 3 per cent for tbe former

and between 3 and 5 per cent for the latter.

133* It is estimated by the National Planning Commission that about £0

-per cent-of the financing of housing comes A from ..public sources of one kind

or another. A paper 'by El Tanamli on."Les 3anques de Credit Foncier"

shows that, in 1958, of a total investment in building Qf £E36,4 million,
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£E23#9 million went to the private sector and £E12.5 million to the.

sector. The sources o£;these, funds were £12. million from tanks of Credit

Poncier and about 9 million from the private "banks and insurance companies.

The balanoe of £E15 million came-from, public or semi-public funds such as

social welfare funds, post office sayings "banks, etc.

134. The rates of interest at present are 3 per cent fo* liquid deposit

in the Post Offioe, 4 per cent for industrial securities: rand 6 1/2 per

oeat for private mortgage loans.; .■ There is a special scheme,'for financing

of co-operative Rouses whereby land,is given by the Government at a low

price and paid for in fifteen years* The usual cost of co-operative apart

ments would "be about £E;£,000 and, a public loan of about half this amount

is, obtainable for fifteen years at 3 per cent. Three million.pounds,have

b?en provided annually to enable 3>000 such houses annually to be built.

The monthly rent level fixed for .economic houses varies from £E1 to-,£E5

per dwelling,,£E5 to £E10 per average dialling and £B10 to £E1$ for a>ove

average dwelling. It is also .envisaged that, in,, theory, rent for.;economi

cal dwellings should, not exceed 15 per cent of. income,;;and priority,; is:

given to slum-dwellers. The;.cize:i.o£ economical dwell?lngB:;is: from.one, to

three-rooms plus-hall, kitchen and bathroom; average, dwellings have, from

two to four rooms plus offices? ajid the,above average houses .have from

three, to five, rooms plus offices, ~ ■ : ". . ■

135. Another scheme of assistance for: owner occupation provides for houses

oosting about £E666' for which a*loan of £E400 at 3 per cent is given for

fifteen yearsV °In some oases an additional speoial grant of 10 per cent

' is given. There have been';6,000 of these cases in Cairo.

Sudan

136. The dwellings provided by the National Housing Department are financed

from public funds over fifteen years at 3 per cent. The occupier must
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himself contribute 10 per cent of the cost. These houses are confined to

persons earning not more than £S25 per month which is somewhat morVthan

the earnings of a skilled "building workers The dwellings are apportioned

on a priority "basis which takes account of existing housing conditions,

family oircumstanoes, eto.{ Government-Owned land is made available for

,this housing at.very low prices,. ,

Bepiiblio of South Africa ' ■ ■ ■

137- The National Housing Board provides to the local authorities the

capital for Bantu'and Asiatic housing up to a maximum of £25O: per dwelling

This capital is loaned for forty years at 4-75 P©*1 cent* Costs-In excess

6f £250 are payable by the Bantu Affairs Administration, The houses are

tenahii-purdhase 5 if the occupier pays more than one fifth of legal^income

■Intent thereiS-a special-subsidy. Bents are between £2,10 pet month In

cluding light, water and all public services. The rent also includes a

2*5 P©r ceiii cliar'ge foi* maintenance, Employers1 are required to contribute

td central funds 25 cents per week in respect of every Bantu unhoused by

them. ^Phe National Housing Board financing of European owner-occupied^

housing consists of a 90 Per cent loan at 4.75 per cent interest for-twenty

years, subject to a maximum:loan "of £2,700. The financing of low-income

European Housing'is on the basis of I.75 per cent loans for fortyyearsj

this housing usually costs about £900 per unit and the income limit for

eligibility .j.s.£72Q.per annum. These hpuses are for rent or purchase.

Private financing of housing, is mainly.by building.socioties which advance

90 per cent ^oans.at 6 per cent for tenry©arsv These building societies

ourrently have.more funds than they pan, loan, owing to a decline in private

construction.
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:: 136# The Central Housing: Board finances local authority housing through

v. forty year, loans at 6*75 per cent within: the limited capital funds available

i to it.. It also, loansi for tenant-purchase and owner-builder housing schemes

■but such'loans are for twenty years only. The to^al^valus of subh loans is

= £265,000. The Housing Fund of the Eoni-d was financed in the firfct place by

a grant from the Government of £400,000, the transfer of a loan-bf £207,000

from the local government Loan3 Authority and a loan from the Commonwealth

Development. Corporation of £1.4 million. Since ,1957?, the Eoard. has exer

cised its borrowing powers annually to obtain loans from the^ Government

Development: Fund and,^ by the middle of 196f?? these, loans,£ad amounted to

£1>&6?»,00R»,, P^^PPf^^sly £300,000 £©r yea,?,: Generally speaking, there

,, is no element of subsidy in urban housing schemes, as neither the Government

nor the local authorities can afford to subsidise houeir^j..

• '139-■■■•;Thirty years ago tho^a-im of: local: authoritieci in the larger'urban

areas wa« to provid@;.che&p-: accommodation* for immigrant labourers -from rural

[,■ areas, in the forn.of ■aecomciddati.cn..suitable for: singleKen'^i^thout families,

ic-But now there exists a1, large settled urban population having no roots in the

d,».;-.-ruralYareas,- There is-still a vast demand for trended hcnsing'but the pre

sent aim of housing policy is to encourage maximum.;homfei;ownership in the

towns, to help secure a contented and :^able urban population. This policy

., is. particularly evident in. ITairobi, wiiere tho citv council,,is currently

erecting 3,000 houses fpr tenant-purohase.i The cchectein based; on the

. principle that the owners will wish to hare epaco for a lodger to help pav '

t the rent. The typical unit^has 345-s^.^ftvponprising a lar^e room (about

160 sqr. ft.), a smaller room (about .JO eq. ft.), eeparate kitchen, lavatory

and shower# The smaller room ..has a small cocking, space and is intended

.,,.-■ ^or..a .3-P_d^oap» ^The eponoaic rent io 100 3}iilllngs per month, including water
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and sewer charges plus 2.5 shillings per month for installations...and

maintenance of electricity wiring. An analysis of the incomes of the

tenants of the first 500 houses completed showed that only 120 had an

income-in excess of four times the rent. Normally, however, a lodger

. will pay about 50 shillings per month for his room, The rents have "been

.fixed on the basis of 6 per cent financing for forty year-s but in fact

: the scheme is being finanoed on an extended overdraft from a United Kingdom

bank which will, however, require to. be refunded. '■ :

140. Until recently, private building societies have been very active in

finanoing private dwelling construction, virtually entirely for Europeans

and Asiatics, The First Permanent (East Africa) Building Society, a subsi-

diary of the Colonial Development Corporation, is typical of thece societies.

It has outstanding mortgages of £6 million. Loans are normally at 7.5 per

cent interest for up to twenty years and amount to 75 per cent of value.

';; The Society is no* currently making loans, as there were heavy- withdrawals

oTof deposits in the transitional political situation. Almost 60 per oent of

^present accounts in the Society are those of Africans - in Uganda, about

>-£500,000 "on deposit belong nearly entirely to Africans. The Certtral Housing

-'l Board ±s now considering legislation to guarantee mortgage's by private cre-

L.-: dirk institutions. ; '''- ■'■■''' - ■ :

Tanganyika

141. The National Housing Corporation intends to finance both local

>oj-.. . .r ... :.1 :-:/: J: v.i :.>oj.
authority housing and private owner-occupation housing. The exact terms

of financing have not yet been determined. In the past Government loans

for housing (4,000 units in all) have been at 4-5 per cent interest for

twenty years. There was considerable private building until reoently,

mainly by the Asiatic population. This aotiviiy has ceased for the present

owing to the transition to independence. Rent control giving a return of
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11 to 12 per cent on oapital has been introduced, but this is not regarded

aa a deterrent to private investment. Credit, which is now extremely scarce,

oosts up to 2 per cent per month*

Somalia ■

142, The newly established Housing Offioe, a Joint Government-United

Nations undertaking, envisages the erection of houses with longrtena finan

cing by the Credito Somalo, probably for fifteen years at 6 per oe.ntr/inter

est. The Credito Somalo has already operated a loan scheme for Government

p£f(ioials, covering sixty-three loans valued at 1,890,000 shillings-and

granted at 5 per cent interest for twenty to twenty-five years*
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COSTS ■' ■ ■ ' ■. . ■ ■: ■

143. In mo-j-b African countries information on housebuilding coets is, not

readily available in proper statistical fora. Neither the absolute r.o.v

the relative level 01 ho^.ae'^ailding co3tb are known on a national ■basis?

and indices of" "buiidi"^" cc^-;l; for s^ructurea cf different categories ere

not collected! systematically. It ie possible, however, to illustrate'the

present ievel of he use bullcling costj with examples drawn from a number

of African 'countries visited T:y the Secretariat. These costs will be

"given in national aarrencr e>i<!. vherevejc possible', related to'typical "rages-,

144. The esperieneo available fr-oni other continents, and in particular

the numerous studies prepared, un.ier t:v3 aogia of tha Ecu'ing Committee of

the Economic Coramiesior for r>.:rope? has shewn that there seems to be a

remarkabl;- consiotent relationship "between the cost per square metre of

the type cf lcw-ccEt social hovsirjg ourrently built in a majority of

European countries? and the av.^age monthly uage of workers of the building

trade. The reasons for this correlation are not apparent; however, express

ing house-buil&irg 000-53 pov jq.uare metre in ter^is of the monthly wage of

building workers provide3 a very practical and useful tool for comparing

the level of caste between ccuixtrios, without having to tise the rates of

conversion of national currencies, which from an economic point of view,

are of limited interest. The foliating examples drawn fron the experience

of seleoted African countries, lucy illustrate the present level of house

"building costs in urban p.re^Sr

145* In Morocco, lew-cost fccru3i:as boilt directly by the Government, or

by its subsidiary agencies, costs between 150 and 200 Dirhams/m2

(lU.S,J-«5 I^irhamB). Thio applies to dwellings built with concrete blocks,

plastered outaide and inside, reinforced concrete roof, cement or grano-
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j lithie floors, wooden windows (sometimes provided witk.'external shutters),

--simple but adequate -sanitary facilities- and- electrical installations j it

■: includes the cost-of the land andnecessary services, 'The following may

- be> considered: as typical of urban wages: ■ • : .■-■':-■ ?&•

..-..r unskilled,, labourers' employed on building, site, 6 3>H per day (minimum

: wage fixed by the Ministry.of Labour);

- masons, semi-skilled and^skilled: .10 to 12 DH peivday;

..." ,ciTil servants employed, by local authorities* : 30p DH per month j

- post office employees pr policemen j approximately ,400 |)H per month;

-" ;<IU?;li^i®d, engineers! ,^800 EE per,_ponth^ (commencing,, salary),

-,w :; 14^* r:In;<3enegali(i building costs per.; square metre'vary between; 10,000 and

;.i--. -15? 000: francs SJ^ (lUS$■■*. 250 Jr.CEft.), ; These Costs cover'a wide range of

house types Of r'different-standards. - Thus, for instance,'the ! t^rpe'of simple

,,,.,.. sijznio 1?y^e "bud. 1J.^"by artisans under the aegis and supervision of tHe "lureau

;. ;,..de .J.^^ta't"; :^h .no overheads and not includi.ng the connexion:to the

main wateir supply and electricity, costs approximately 11,000 Er./m2,

„, _ :i?w.ei:iinSs ^U41"*! ^ SIOAP cost between 10,000 and 13,000 Pr./m2. according

to the type of accommodation provided;ar4 the.size of the dwellings. The

most expensive type of housing, provided by the "Office d'habitations a

' loyer moderi'"" and '"built by contractors' on'tender", ririge^"^etween 12,000

and 15,C3OO 5r./m2. Most of "these costs do not include the cost of the

land nor the cost of its'development. The range of monthly wages is as

follows: ' v! '""'""' '' '■" '" '' '' ' !:;"'

.- , - Building.labourer: 10,000 tol2r,000i Fr:*. ■■; . ■ ,.:-r- .-_.:■ ;;. ..; j

; ." r; - Policeman! '.l^GGO' Ft« ■.;■-. ;:-:.;■: i;.; -is-Vi ;j.r.-■;:■ ' •. '.. ■■s;;?i.:?,:,y:i:.

:..".- Pos.t Officei. employee?" :24,000 Fb.;. ; ■ ■■-:" ri; ;^ -^:- -:{- «-, :-, ■

. — School teaches?'! ■•. 24)000 "to 3&/'000 ,Ep»v -:ds©pendiaafe('"6ii' Q^Xl^tttiatl'bis's and

n-■
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j

,•.... H-../147-, In Guinea dwellings ■'built, "by the H£;ntr©prise National© ;<£u iBatiment"

,: . ,, post he-twoon 17,000 and 25,000 G. tfr. (l US$ « 25OG.fr»):per,square metre,

. depending on .whether they are roofed with corrugated iron sheets or with

a flat reinforced concrete slab. They are of a. similar: standard to the one

.,..-., provided in Senegal,' and ;the rafcge of wages is approximately1 the same*

148. In the Ivory Coast, social dwellings "built by building societies, in

directly ^subsidized by the Government or by French bilateral economic

assistance,' cost between:'9,000 aiid'15,000 It". CFA/m2, the difference being

accounted for by tHe' staiictards\"b£ accommodation or the siee of the dwell

ing. 'These costs rer£er' to ^"buildihg costs only and do not include the cost

-., , :.- of the land or.-its development* In the case .of■'. thflirdwellings built by

. ,r.StJCCI, it^is estimated that land development costs represent 10 per cent

•....: ,of total costs*^ Kie range; of wages is similar to that of Senegal^

;/:.:■.." 149. A similar range of wages and costs is to be found in the Gameroons,

with'local'differences of as much as 20 per cent between Yaounde and Douala.

■ <;A-representative figure used for'purpobes of comparison is 10,000 to

'. ■ ;-'r 12,OO0.Fr.CFA/m2 for an economic dwelling built in Douala, depending on

■'■■'■ size and siandardj the -actual range is in fact''much wider-1

150. In Sierra Leone, the building costs of social housing built by the

Government ranges between £12 and £20 per square me^fcre. approximately*

This corresponds roughly to the wages of unskilled or skilled building

workers, respectively.

151. In Nigeria, the dwellings ."built in the las-fc;few yeans.by the Lagos

Executive Development Board in Suru Lere cast about £25 to1 £30/in2f depend

ing on the size of the dwellings. This. ;figure, applies t6 ihouses built

1 r with Gonc^ete, "blocks or, l?rick«, corrugated iron roof-^ith ac-eiXing, full

sanitary facilities and electrical installation. Multi-storeyi accommodation
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of a similar standard is_ estiir^vted to cost botveen 20 and 25 per cent

more. Wages show great variations in the. country. The figures, of 6-.

shillings per day for vjukilisd labourers and 9 shillings per day for

skilled carpenters &tA trioklr-yero have been mentioned; ' the monthly

wages of "building workers would therefore be between £8 and £12*

152. In Ethiofc.; a, it has beo:? estimated that low cost housing of accept

able standard, .i.e. with a concrete floor, concrete block vails, reinforced

concrete roof, or corrugated iron roof with a ceiling and full sanitary

facilities, could be built for 150 tc 180 JE$/a2 (l US 0 ■= 2.5O E$)j houses

of lower standard oculd. bo ^.lilt for sbo-r; 100 TC* Tio nczvthly wage of an

unskilled industrial worker (cotton mill) ic between 30 and 40 E$, whereas

a skilled mason can oazn as. mi.\rj. j?.c 150 E% ■ ...

153. In theIXni;^4 j--ab P'-ri^blJ^ so-called economic or social housing

costs between -£311 o-jjj/ra2,. in avDra,.^ skilled "building worker earns £E 15

per montfx and a labouroy aVout. S:2 8> T^lg cost per oa'^are metre. is,there-

, fore, equivalent to the rionth:.;/ ^ngo of an unskilled building labourer.

The cost of £S 350 ici- r. p;aall dwolli-g is ^ little more than twice the

annual income of a ekilled building worker. This is a relatively favour

able ratio and appearc -to.be 6ne .to tao low cost of building materials, of

which less than 20 per csnt ere i^iportea.?? and to the good productivity of

an experienced tail dins labovr.force. An eoononic urban dwelling is nor

mally in a five-storey. v3,l>.--y_p "building of reinforced concrete frame with

brick infilling tilsd floorn, flat conoi-ate rcof, and services. Con-,

siderablc attention buc b;en giyen to economy in design and specification,

including minimum finishers ar.d rii:iinrjni selling heights. Building.costs

have been rising in recent norvihu, o^-i:ig to scarcity of certain "building

materiale, notably rei;-?fc;?oir)^ nictal* An index compiled "by the Housing

Ministry show3 ilan-t >etwoo:i 1^54 and 1962 the oost of building materials
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as a whole rose ty 10 per cout and building wages by 30 per cent, making

an average rise cf 15 per cent,

154. In the Sudan, available data on costs relate to an expensive design

of a Moslem courtyard house with separate premises for males and females

and detached kitchen. A two-roomed house with kitohen, bath and WC costs

■ .about S£ 20/m2 of plinth area? this figure covers charges for roads and

- services. The house is of patent sand-cement blocks which are self-align

ing rand, can be readily laid by unskilled^labour. The cost per square metre

•,.may ;be 'compared with monthly wages of £S 14-15 for a skilled building

worker; and £S 6-7 for a building labourer. The house costs just over

£86,00, which is between three and four times the annual income of a skilled

building worker- This ratio is relatively unfavourable because of the ex

pensive design and the high cost of certain materials, e.g. cement which

00-StsS£ 13--1? per ton or twice as high as in the UAH. . >r>;...

155-. .Building costs are extrsmely low in the Republic of South Africa.

In a scheme Jboing erected near Pretoria, a house of just under 500 sci.ft.

containing three rooms and kitbhen," in 9 inches brick, with asbestos roof,

concrete floor, metal windows and privy, currently costs about £ 306.'

Lcwer costs than this have been achieved for the same house and specifica

tion. The National Housing Board expects such a house to be built for not

more than £ 250, which is the limit on its loans for it. A labourer em

ployed on this housing earns about £ 19 per month (£ 4.15 per week) and a

semi-artisan about £ 36 per month ( £ 9 per week). The cost is between

12 and. 13 shillings per square foot or between £ 6 and £ 7 per square

metre, about one-third the monthly wage of a fully-employed building' '

labourer. In other words a house of this type costs approximately theV""

annual income of a- building labourer. This is probably the most favour-

able ratio existing between the cost of a eocial dwelling and a worker's
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income. The explanation lies in rigorous research to bring standards to

an irreducible minimum; in cheap domestically produced materials; in

standardization of the house; in the special study made to breakdown the

construction work into a series of simple operations; and, finally, in the

fact that the houses were built in large series amounting, in all, to over

150,000 houses in ten years.

156. In Kenya* a two-room dwelling of 345 sq.ft.-with kitchen, shower

and WC, built in concrote blocks with asbestos roof and pre-pas©: concrete

floors, cost £300 (building cost) plus £160 (services). The building cost

is about £8 - £9/m2. An unskilled worker earns a minimum of £7 per month,

including rent allowance, and a skilled building worker earns about £13

per month. Thus the building oost per square metre lies between the month

ly wage of a labourer and that of a tradesman. A house costing £460 (in

cluding roads and services) is equivalent to about three times-the annual

inoome of a tradesman. ;

157« In Tanganyikat low-cost housing for minor government employees costs

20 to 25 shillings per sq.ft. Private contractors estimate that low^cost

housing of minimum finish would cost at least 15 shillings per sq.ft.

(i.e. £10-£ll/m2). The monthly wage of a labourer is £6 and that of a

mason about £8; building costs per square metre are, therefore, relatively

high, being more than the monthly wage of a mason, A minimum: standard

government house of 500 sq.ft. costs about £600, which is up to six times

the annual income of a mason; this is a particularly unfavourable ratio

and the house is larger than could economically be provided in relation

to an annual income of about £100.

158. In Somalia, it is estimated on the 'basis of some isolated experien

ces that low-cost minimum housing in permanent materials could be built
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for 20 to.25 shillings per e.g.ft. (£10 to £12/m2). A labourer earns

about £6 per month and: the semi-skilled building worker about £10 per

month. In practice, the,bulk of the housing being provided is of a

relatively high standard and costing between. 30 and 40 shillings per sq..

ft, (£15 - £2O/m2). There is as.yet:np.programme of low-cost sooial

housing from which an accurate estimate.,pf "building costs could be made.

The newly-establiehed Housing Office is undertaking such a programme with

a view to realizing a lower cost level through economical design and spe

cification,

159*. Tbe significance .of .comparingrthe .cost of dwellings wit^inoor-c is

no^ only,to provide a^method of comparison ^f^qm. one country; to, [another of

;the level of building co.s^s but also to■ :-9©9 ,the.,imp.3,ipatip;ns.,,fo3i .financing

.policy,. . __,. . .._ ..... . .r ,..,., ■_. ,.,. .,,,..^-:.r .. - .. .... ...

If the maximum proportion-of iridome to be devoted to ren^'ts 20 per

cont - and this is high for low-income families '- it''is possible 'to cal

culate, from^he^rat.io, .between the, cost qf a house, .and .^annual ineome, ''V.e

maximum annual rent....that ;may be jQl^arged as. a percentage ,of the. ^capital

cost of the .dWQliin5» 1 ..The. calQulation is .made as fallows;. ,,(;-....,. .-

Cost OS dwelling ex- ■ ■

,. pjrjQssecL, in. numberi:ttf, ,

years of income

;, F.i /-.,- s<^ ,,.-V -

TL'ori/.-ftEi ;,: •: --:^J ■;,- ■ ■ : ■ ;

■■ -. ■■ -,-..- . . --iV . ■■ ■ ,,-,.- ■ :

4

Percentage of eapitai' '

cost of <lwelling cha^G" -.

eable annually in rent

. . .* ■- ■ 20 ^

..- ; ■ ■ :-. ■- a0 ■ . ■
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161. "When the capital cost of the dwelling reaches three ,or more times

the annual income, ability to pay an economic rent fully to coyer loan

oharges, maintenance, .otc, disappears. Where the ..cost j>£ the dwelling

is twice the annual income or loss, economic rents "become readily possible?

given reasonable interest and amortization rates.

162. The primary objective of technical and research policy in housing

should, therefore, be to reduce the cost of dwellings to the critical area

of twice the annual income. To state the problem thus is not to solve it

but it provides a. yardstiok against which the kinds and. types of ..houses to

be provided may be measured.

163- There are innumerable factors influencing building costs and a serious

attempt at reduction involves tackling many of them in a coordinated fashion,

Illustrations only are given here. The.major simple factor in the reduction

of building costs is likely to be a substantial reduction of the cost of

building materials, which sometimes represent as inuch as 60 or 70 per cent

of the total cost'of the building. The fact that so many African countries

use high cost building materials imported from afar is a tremendous handi

cap to the expansion of viable housing programmes. Great care should be

taken, however, to ensure that reasonable prices are charged for domesti

cally produced materialsj there are instances where prices of domestically-

produced materials seem unnecessarily high, e.g. cement at between £11 and

£12 per ton.

164. The rigorous scrutiny of existing technioal requirements will in

some countries yield further economies in such matters as ceiling heights,

foundation depths, wall thicknesses, room sizes, etc,

165. There appears to be considerable scope for improvement in the pro

ductivity of labour* This requires action in two directions. The first
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Is to simplify the work of construction "by reducing the skill required.

The second is through the improvement of site management and organization,

handling of materials, increase in minor "building equipment, etc.. Systems

which break down the work into simple repetitive operations have; "been very

successful in reducing building costs in South Africa.

I6.6. There is evidence in many countries of insufficient management skill

on the part of the contractors*particularly small contractors., The result

is that they work on estimated profit margins of as much as 40 per cent.

The expansion in supply of contractors and training of contractors is like

ly to contribute something to reduced building costs.

167. Finally, the establishment of long-term programmes within national

development plans having assured resources will provide at vehicle,, for cost

reduction through standardization, repitition, large contracts, and so on.

rl66 — ; The foregoing observations, on the reduction of building'cowts in

fact:amount to suggestions for building research. An appehdiir toe this work-

ingpaper deal& with the general issue. of building research,. :■.
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■■v-.':---- i-<.\ .; ■■■ ■ ■ .VI. .BUILDING MATERIALS: 7 .■:.-■■•■:■ --'•

169» Statistical data relating to the production and consumption of

building materials and elements arc almost entirely lacking as far as

Africa is.concerned. Howover, a few data have been collected on basic

materials- such a's cement, steel and aluminium, as well as on sawn Wood,

a) Cement

179. A study has recently been devotad to the cement industry and market

in Africa— . It appears from this Study that out of fifty-two African

countries only sixteen produce cdn'ent. Apart from Algeria and Nigeria,

most of the cement producing countries do not use their' installations1to

■ full capacity*' -'Thus, according to the latest estimates,' in i960 the total

productiohT&fr African countries was in the order of 10-million tons, for a

global capacity of 13 million'tons, ive*:an average utilization ratio of

about 75' per cent. The main producers:'are, in order of importance, the

Bepublic of South Africa, the United Arab Republicj Algeria,Rhodesia,

.Itaooco and Nigeria. i--Ih i960 also, it is estimated 3haf:'African countries

together have imported about 2.3 millibn tons of cement. Only three of

^them.export cement: the United:Arab Republic^ Tunisia and Kenya; total ex

ports are estimated at about 750^000. toLris per year, 500,000 of which go to

ndn*African-countries. ■ . ■ . ■■

171. For i960 the balance of apparent cement consumption, i.e. the balance

of production plus imports minus exports, amount to 11.3 million tons of

oement, i.e. about 40 kg per capita. This figure must be compared with

the apparent consumption per capita in the European Economic Community

countries, which was about 400 kg in I96I. However, it would be more

significant to relate the apparent cement consumption not to the number of

2/ Structure de. 1'induatrie et..-du- marche du oiment en Afrique,
Ministers de la cooperation, Paris, 1962.
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.inhabitants "but to the volume of investments; .unfortunately such statis

tical data as could be used for this calculation are at present lacking

in Africa.

172. It ia interesting to note that out of the fifty-five cement factories

at present in operation in Africa, thirty-two are located on or near the

coast and about three quarters near a largo city, in most cases a state

capital. , .

173»: Transport cost therefore considerably increases the selling price of

cement in the interior. Wholesale, prices per ton of cement imported from

STanpe, or t^ie United Kingdom vary between a .minimum, of 825 (November 196l)

in Abidjan, Ivory Coast* to a maximum of $100 {August; i960) in For-fc Lamy,

,CbAd,f,Qn tjie- other hand, wholesale prices in. producing countries are of the

same-order .of magnitude-as in European producing countries, i.e. from 12

to 20$ according to* countries and regions. Two important-factors (trans

port .cost and the size of existing markets) make it impossible in African

countries to envisage the establishment of production units at the European

level,*-i.e. 200,.000 to 400,000 to-ns/year .capacityj small factories pro

ducing. 20,000-50,000 tons/year .seem better adapted, at least for the imme

diate, .future. For example, straight ovens whioh are more and more rarely

used in Europe, can better meet the needs of a number of African countries,

especially due to the possibility of putting them out for long periods with

out inconvenience. In some cases, it will be preferable, to develop, clinker

grinding installations, especially when these can be located in the, imme

diate vicinity of large sea ports. The. use of rotating ovens of a. 70j0°°-

100,000 tons/year capacity is only justified if financial means and market

possibilities allow it. In most other oases, smaller siee cement factor

ies, even if manufacturing costs are slightly higher, seem better adapted;

in any case, th©^g&p_"be£weeii:,-the -price of imported c-ement-and -the-cost of
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..oement.manufactured locally is. stil^/.su.fnciently large to justify such

installations from an economic standpoint. ■ :,-i ■■;*<,-, ^:-:;:^^;_

■d) Steel . ---

174. Africa only accounts for about 1.3 per cint'bf the apparent world

steel consumption^. For 1957» this apparent consumption amounted to the

4quivdlent of 387 million tor.3 of raw s^eel i.e. about 20 kg per capita,

as^against 225 *S per capita in Europe or 550 kg in North Am&rica.

Another' interesting factor is the apparent use of steel, i.e. apparent

consumption, after correction taking into account indirect exchanges in

2/
the form of manufactured products^. For 1957* according :to the aboye

mentioned source, tho apparent use of steel (expressed in ..the eauivalent

tonnage of/raw.steel).^mounted to 722 million tons for.^11 Africa, i.e.

an.average-of 35 te par ,capita. Actually, this average■ coyersvwide,diffor-

'enoes; from, one co^-ntry to another e.g. the per* capita- consumption in the

Eepublio/of South .Africa,"is 190 kg. . . : ;c..-.. j>... :,

175. In 1957 the iron'and finished steel production, i.e.'allfinished

steel and wrought iron products-including iron mouldings, amounted to

1.6rmillion: tens for the wliolo of Africa, or hardly 0.7 per cent of the

total .irorl^x production. The ^inpsqe^cer is the Republic ,pf ^ou.th.^frioa

whbse::'llJrdducti.on: increased from 1,2 .million- tons in 1955,1:0^.^ million

Irti %Sfi&m^:-r£n' 1957-:;?vlco,.-imports of scini-products ai$ £3^ahed jq^eel

the 'jftLolesof.-Africa, .amounto4-to. M million, tons;. of, whioh more than

9Q per cent cane from Western Europe, lV! . , ■ ,■

ite-^'Aocbrdin^^to "the" same study it is estimated -tha^^he effective steel

■consumption for tie' whole of Africa, exproased ih;raSf steel toiaiage, -will

" 1/ See Lon.—t.-r- C?:r-::3 an," V::oblc3is cr"" ^.a LV.ropean"st3el'Industry

"2/ The difference "baivfeen apparent use and apparent consumption is made
' up'of th£e quantity of stael'included in net xtfport and exports'of pro

ducts containing steel, convertod into raw steel quantity.
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treble in the next 15 years; taking into account the population growth,

per capita consumption will have more than doubled during the same .period,

to reaoh about 32 kg per capita towards the end of the 1960-1975 period.

However, the case of the Republic of South Africa will have.to.be cpnsidered

separately, as its effective consumption in 1975 is estimated at;.25Q kg per

, It is also estimated that, the raw steel: production wil^L.amount to

26 kg per capita in 1972-1975 for the whole of Africa, put of which 333 kg

for the Republic of South Afrioa. It is possible, however, that some of

these estimates■lackjaccurary. , .

c) Aluminium -

iff- The only African1 country producing bauxite is the Republic Of Guinea.

* In i960 the production was about 1*300,000 tons, or four times -the 1959

production. The Bauxite du Midi accounted for half of this, the. most part

of which was exported to Canada1. The balance was used by FRIA (interna

tional company for the production of alumina) for the productionof about

200,000 tons of alumina.,. Projects were under study for the exploitation

of bauxite deposits.recently discovered in Sierra Leone,

17B. In i960 the only producer of aluminium was the Cameroohs with, an

average production of 42,000 tons for 1959-1960, A company, dn which.

PechineyMJgine Is the main share-holder, was established in i960 with a

vieVto building a rolling-mill next to the Alucam installations..;,;-The

estimated Capacity production is about 450 tons per month, of which the

Cameroons alono cou.Vi consume about 150 tons in aluminium sheets". At first

stage it is intended to import strips, while Kde"a would under/take the

; putting out, various grade cold-rolling, corrugation and manufacturing of

car parts h^A. discs. At a second stage, nothing would be imported..and

the manufacturing would be undertaken from plates; 51 hot-rolling-mill

:r iwouJ4,tken be established, which would imply the erection of additional
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ovens™'. According %o the above' mentioned stutfy, it is estimated

.rr^that.-a sheets,production of 5,000 tons per year will'"not be likely to be

sold out in the C&morcons for some timec It will therefore be necessary

to export to neighbouring countries and tp .look fprLi.new. outlets, especial

ly in the building. industry.^. .

. . 179* An installation for the rolling of- aluminium sheets ari<l We manu

facturing of corrugated -sheets exists in Uganda, ' ■ •■-■" :■■"''■

180. The most ambitious project for the manufacturing of aluminium is of

course to be found in Ghana within the framework of the Volta River Project.

It is estimated that a production of about 200,000 tons per year could be

reached before 1966- Another project for the manufacturing of aluminium is

ufcdex way in irgola1 with-.-ftnqihiftl&l^prfeattetion capacity of- about 25,000 t

2/ ■ ■ ■
t$ns* It should begin'Opafra-tt % at tho ea4' of 196^ .: '' ■ : :

11 18?.'.' oie"faf"as vro6d is ccf-cternefi,' ar^'*more particularly that used in the

' Duilaihg"industry," i.e. cdim softwood and hardwood. Africa as a whole has

produced about 2 rillion cubic maters of sawuwood in I960""7. About 70 per

cent of this production is made up of hardwood. The main producers of

hardwood are, in order of importance* C-hsna, Conge(Leopoldville), Ivory

Coast and tho Cameroons.

182- But Africa also imports lcrge quantities of sawnwcod, up to a total

which' In I960 amounted to 1,85 million cubic motors, Kost of the imports,

i-e» about 7<j" pbr cent of the total, are made up of sawn softwood. The

1 main importers cf saT.-r.wood are, in order of importance: the Republic of

le1/ See Pevelopperr-.ent industriel du Cameroun, Societe d1 etudes pour

. ^ d&velpppemeni econotni'auei Parl.;,-■January"'-i960;1 ^'ort ;:;>'■- -tl .^-■.r

il See Mitral Yearbook ?-96Or> Volume, \% Metals ar,d Minsjals,LvBitFeSee Mitral Yearbook ?-96Or> Volume, \% Metals ar,d Minsjals,LvBitFeau of

Mines, Division at 1'iiner. Is, Washington, 1961. "

See Annuaire statistique des produits forestiera, PAO, Rome 1961
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..Soutli Africa, Algeria, the United Arab Republic, Rhodesia and Morocco.

Finally, Africa exports almost exclusively sawn hardwood up to a total

of 580,000 m3 (i960). <

183- The apparent consumption (i.e. "balance of production plus imports

minus exports) amounts for i960 to about 3,2 million cubic meters of

sawn hard and softwood, i.e. an apparent consumption of 13 m per 1,000

heads and per year? the corresponding figure for Europe, including USSR,

is abput 280 m: . It has to be kept in mind, however, when examining these

figures, that a rather substantial part of the real wood consumption is

beyond statistical control, especially that concerning local wood; use* in

traditional rural housing. . , "■■:/■;,.. ■ ■•-.

0 The~production of hard^and soft plywood is only starting; in i960 it

is estimated that Africa as a whole produced only 200,000 m of plywood,

for a world total estimated at more than 15 million cubic meters; The main

producers are. Gabon, the Republic of South Africa, Mozambique and Nigeria.

Small plywood mills have recently been established in some other African

countries.,, notably,in Ethiopia* About half of the plywood production is

exported, i.e* 85,000 m for i960. The main exporters ;are Gabon and

Nigeria. J!or Africa as a whole, the average apparent co.nsumptloiji-iwas esti

mated, according to the same source, at 0.8 m per year and per 1,000 heads,

as against an average of 6,3 m per 1,000 heads for Europe, excluding USSR.

185. In fact, the total forest surface in Africa accounts only for one

fourth of the total land surfacey besides, more than half of this, surface

is classified in the npnrAceessible forest category, according to FAO

definition.

186. It was not possible to oollect any data concerning production and

consumption of other basic materials such as bricks,. asbestos-cement or
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stone. This brief review shows, however, that if one excludes the Republic

of South Africa and'the United Arab Republic, Africa as a whole has a large

deficit in basic building materials. The only exception is cement, the

production of which could be increased, within the capacity limits of exist

ing installations, to the present level oif apparent consumption. The defi

cit in basic material's is compensated for by massive imports which weigh

heavily on construction costs in most African countries, Africa also de

pends almost entirely on imports, mostly from European countries, for manu

factured building materials such as sanitary and electrical equipment, wood

works, hardwares, pipesof all types, etc. While for the production of some

basic materials sucVaa cieraent, steel, or aluminium, individual internal

markets in-each ;counia?y do not justity the use of modern manufacturing

techniques* 6ri the other hand, in the field of processing industries con

nected with building, whose products^were mentioned above, it is obvious that

so'nie Small 'and middle-size plants Gould ">-btf established to meet the demands of

t&e idcar'ma'rket. With the"improvement^<s£ the living standard, most dwellings

td'"b§ built ±n the'coming years will include a minimum.of technical installa

tions, sue&-as sanitary.and electrical^eauipment. The share of services in

thd total building cost of a dwelling will be increasingj it is therefore

urgent to set the bases for a processing building industry capable of meet

ing the. needs of the local market and, possibly, those of neighbouring

countries. Most of these products are comparatively light and can be easily

transported, For those which raise a transj>pr£ problem, it might be en

visaged to establish..gmall regional industries* located in the interior^

Raw materials are no problem for the manufacturing of most of these ele

ments which are...comparatively light.

187# Similarly^ a more rational exploitation of forest resources should

make it possible to produce standard woodwork on the spot out of part of
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the hardwood which is at present exported to Europe. It is not unusual

to find in certain African countries woodworks imported from Europe and

made of hardwood exported from Africa.J Metallic elements used in building

raise other prbblems. The manufacturing cost of sections is such that

■ only integrated regional markets could justify their production by rolling-

mills established in Africa. On the other hand, it appears quite feasible

~.-in & number of African countries to assemble standard elements out of stand-

• ard sections. ■■■■:'.. *'■ ;

188. The problem of water-proof roofing materials is particularly,import

ant in most African countries. If traditional rural zone materials are to

be abandoned (i.e. thatch, leaves, palm or grass in humid zones, and mud

terrasses in arid zones), imported materials are to be used, the most popu

lar of which is galvanized corrugated iron. Aluminium sheets, in the form

of corrugated plates or soft supporting elements have appeared in a number

of countries; but at the moment their cost is higher than that of galvan

ized sheets. Asbestos-cement plates have only been used occasionally,

except in the Republic of South Africa, and have the double disadvantage

of being relatively expensive and easily damaged due to. inadequate road

transport.

..; W is obvious tha.t a, roof%ng material/vhich would be at the same time

light, durable, easily transported and .set, and: resistant .to particularly

severe^ climatic conditions in Africa, would find an extremely wide ever-

expanding marked. This material could be either aluminium (either rolled

in Europe or America:and shaped on the spot.into corrugated-plates or

solf-supporting elements, or rolle^a.M entirely^shaped' in..' Africa), cement-

asbestos or, in a more ambitious perspective, plastics.
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190. . In several African countries there are important clay deposits per

fectly adaptable to the manufacturing of all sorts of ■■brioks-' and other

ceramic products* Prospecting has "been carried out, notably in French-

speaking countries, as wo11 as preliminary' surveys which demonstrated the

possibility of installing brick- factories on a profitable basis in a number

of countries9 However, brick manufacturing is tightly linked with the possi

bility of meeting requirements of a comparatively limited market. It would

therefore be d,e sirable to concentrate not on large installations, but on

small and middle-size brick factories,which could be established,, in remoter

areas and would service a whole province or region, An example of th^Ls

trend is shown in projects at present under study in the Republic of Guinea

for the establishment of a certain number of raiddle-size brick factories*

.Experience shows, that a maximum distance of. 5P kms by, road, or t 200

kms by.rai,l or waterways, represent the optimum range of a brick.,factory*

For. an: ariiisanal production which does not require a high quality, product

country ovens are better adapted if cheap wood or, charcoal io available.

It is to be noted, however, that this method is only advisable for solid

products. A more diversified production, in Quality and shape, can be ob

tained through the use of intermittent ovens for a production up to 150-200

tons per month, provided, however, that cheap fuel can be available (wood,

charcoal). If fuel is costly and production can be brought up to 6OO-7OO

tons per month, it is advisable to instal a continuous oven representing

a more important investment but the operating cost of which is substantially

1/ ■ ■■ ■ ■■ ■■ ■■- : ■ •-r-^ .

l/ This information was extracted from the study La fabrication des

briques et tuiles d'outre-mer, Service de 1'habitat, Paris 1953-
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19.2. ..Particles or fiber panels are or. might be manufactured in a number

of African countries, notably in Senegal. Such a production would, have

■ ■*?■?. rdv^ntage of PrOYiding.an outlet for a large, quantity of,agricultural

,; "by-products; at present, however, the internal markets of most African

countries would not justify by themselves the establishment of. such factories,

193- The use of particles or fiber panels is tightly linked with that of

:■ roofing materials as they would be mostly utilized in the form^of isolating

-ceilings,, with galvanized or aluminium sheet roofs; Particle panels could

also be used for the manufacturing of built-in furniture the use of whioh,

however, is still exceptional in Africa. iv,- . -...■ ,.,.:■

194. The manufacturing of parpens or cement blocks (of usually poor quality)

tends to expand in most African countries, From a technical standpoint,

there,are-two completely different products, although they are similar in

appearance. - On the.'-one :hand there are solid or perforated blocks of ordin

ary or light concrete,' manufactured under strict quality control and often

requiring drying in order to avoid shrinking. Such blocks, which oan only

be manufactured on .a large-scale basis, require tBe existence of a concen

trated market wKich is not to be found away from large urban centre's.-. But

it is also possible to manufacture: less elaborate parpens, either solid or

preferably hollow, with local aggregates and comparatively'small quantities

of oement. These can be produced by small portable presses easily operated

and apparently well adapted to African conditions. '-: -'

195- This brief expose onlyapplies to classical "industrial" materials.

Problems raised by a large-scale use of properly improved traditional'

building methods and materials (such as earth concrete) have already been

examined in specialized meetings and publications *,nd it does not appear

necessary Its afscujis;. them again in the present report.'
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VII. STRUCTURE OF THE BUILDING -IHUUSTRY

196. In most African countries, the general structure of the "building

industry proper, i.e. the industrial sector devoted to "building, is com

parable - proportionately - to that of certain European countries. In'a'

simplified perspective, it is possible to set out three clearly differen

tiated categories* large building and public works enterprises of a

national or even international character; small and middle-size concerns

of local interest; finally, various forms of artisanal, mostly rural,

activities. These three sectors of the building Industry offer.different

characteristics and are confronted with problems of varied nature and im

portance; in fact their respective fields of action correspond almost

exactly to the three main sectors of activity mentioned in para.37•

197. In most African countries there are large concerns - the major part

of which are of European or Asiatic origin and almost exclusively operated

by expatriates - mainly concerned with important public works: ports,

bridges, roads, irrigation, sanitation projects, etc., or with large indus

trial installations. Such concerns usually possess a heavy and modern

equipment, the amortization of which weighs substantially on oosts and which

can only be used economically for very important programmes. They often

have their own research departments, either in Europe or locally, and a

highly qualified supervisory and executive staff. In most cases, they

work under contract after bidding or public tender and according to classi

cal methods used for this type of works. Quality is usually very good L"but

costs are often high due to heavy overheads, large expenses incurred1 b^ ex

patriate personnel and amortization of the equipment. Owing to theirvery

structure, suoh concerns can only be interested in important programmes,

e.g. in bhe order of one million dollars. But, as indicated in section II,

except in exceptional cases, e.g. the United Arab Republic and'tie Republic
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of South Africa, such programmes are not found in the field of low cost

housing. The.;participation of large public works and "building sooieties

in low cost housing programmes, which, however important countrywise, were

nonetheless comparatively small from, the, standpoint of rational organization

of operations, often resulted in high costs, of the same order of magnitude

as those obtaining in most European countries.; - .; .... . . , .*<■ * ..*», >. -

198« The second sector includes in most African countries a variable, "but

often large, number of small and middle-size building concerns, part of

which only is under European control. Such concerns are especially active

in the field of high or middle-grade dwellings, small public buildings

(schools, health centres, police stations, post offices etc.)! some of them

also specialize in low-cost housing of poor quality, when such projects are

not realized under State control. Small and middle-size concerns suffer

the same shortcomings as comparable European concerns,: such as shortage of

financial means, of readily available cash and of supervisory staff. The

problem is especially acute due. to the fact that most African.^countries r-

xike .all developing countries - lack middle and high-level technicians, and

capitals.., A consequence of the shortage of capital is the desire on the

patft of building societies to collect their claims with the shortest possi

ble delay.; those which finance their own constructions usually provide .

either for cash sales with very substantial profits, or rental rates allow

ing amortization of the building cost over five, four or even three, years.

Jrom a technical viewpoint, the shortage of qualified.senior staff results

in a poor conception of buildings, both functionally and technically, and

a usually inadequate; or even bad quality of execution.: Finally, discon

tinuity in these concerns1 activities makes it impossible to try to. ration

alize or standardize manufactured products or working methods. Mostly

concentrated in capitals or main ports,.some of them have local subsidiaries
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In small and middle-size provincial towns". -Their existence0 is usually

insecure due to laok of a long-term investment and construction programme j

..their market is easily affected by fluctuations in material andrmanpower

costs; their,.,ezpansion and equipment possibilities are limited by shortage

of.capitals. . . .

199; finally, at the bottom of the scale, there is a wide range of arti-

eahail acii'vities devoted to the building of dwellings. At the village

level, it may bo a bricklayer capable of manufacturing eatch concrete or

cement parpens, of building walls 6r even of casting concrete; or, within

the framework of purely traditional construction using mud*1 bamboos, logs

or thatch, a village dweller doing-most o|"r.these jobe. The activity of

such artisans escapes all technical control ^nd all idea of monetary eco

nomy. Looal materials are very.cheap (except, however, for,roofing mater

ials, which often., represent, - together with woodwork, the only elements which

have to,b@ purchased on the market); usually labour is not paid for; there

is no.ae^al equipment, and of .cours.e.no overheads. , It is therefore not

surprising that the,product of such activity, I.e. traditional huts or

rather primitive dwellings without any facilities which constitute practi

cally the whole of rural housing, a.large,part of semi-urban housing and

a sometimes important part of oity housing, is realise.)!,at a cost out of

proportion with that of the most economical dwellings built by public ini

tiative or conventional enterprises. . -

: 200. It is not certain that these'three^ategories af: "contractors"

(for whatever the scale of • their activities' they actually play the role

of contractor), willr,ejidure in most African countries. However, it seems

.difficult at present to fill the .gap :between them,.both from an. organiza

tional and, vocational point of view. In the near future it-is. not un

likely -that these three sectors ,pf the building industry will continue
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contributing to the building activity as a whole, but at different levels

r,and, scales, ...... . , .

;-201, Their needs are also different/ The very large concerns do not

require any outside technical assistance and could probably play an import

ant part within the framework of long term economic dwelling programmes,

especially if such programmes were to be gepgraphically concentrated or

continuous in time* They sire in a position to carry out by themselves

surveys,.of a very useful character for the improvement of dwellings and

can constitute a^ market for launching the mass production of standardized

elements and products. ,. . ■ . . .-.

202. Small and middle-size concerns raise a much more complex problem.

■Without generalizing, it can W said that they essentially need!7

■ ■■ : - in' the- financial field, short-term loans which would ease their cash

problems, and middle-term-loans to improve their equipment;

- in the technical field, a:bettor management staff (now mostly un

qualified) and supervisory personnel on the site! foreman, etc. A

;:" Special effort should; be made for the technical training required

iri:this essential sector of the building industry; the results of re

search and surveys relating to more economical housing should also be

made avail-able to middle-grade' personnel^7whose training is often very

rudimentary;

- in the material field, efforts should be made iJoward's the utilization

. of light equipment and rational tools, a better organization of opera

tions and a better quality .control. . - ;

203» finally, traditional rurail artisans should receive a very elementary

technical assistance from instructors specialized in the improvement of

traditional building methods which for many years to come will;remain the

only means of construction'for rural': populations, i.e. 80 per cent of the

total African population.
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ECOSOC RESOLUTION 903

HOUSING AKD.UEEAN DEVELOPMENT*.. CREATION OF A COMMITTEE

ON HOUSING, BUILDING AND PUNNING OF THE ECONOMIC

" ' ' ■ AND SOCIAL COUNCIL : ' :

The Economio and Social Council,

Having considered the observations and recommendations of the Social

Commission on the report of the'ad'hoo group of experts on housing and

urban development, which met in Febr-.iary 1962 in accordance with Economic

and Social Council resolution 830 0 (mil) of 2 August 1961,

Commending the afl hoc group cf experts for the sco'pF and usefulness

of their report.

Noting with special interest the recommendations of this group that

a permanent body for housing an:1, related matters be established within

the United Nations,

Cognisant of the great need for improved housing for" millions of

families particularly in the developing'countries, and of the interest of

the United Nations in assisting Governments in their efforts to ^ring

about this improvement, as shown in the long-range programmes'for concerted

action in the fields of low-cost housing and urbanization,

' Noting with satisfaction the growing activities^ of -:t"n« regional

economic commissions in the field of housing, building and planning and the

fact.that some of the regional commissions already have standing organs for

this work and othors are considering establishing them?

Noting with satisfaction tao work of the specialize! agencies with

respect to the field of housing and relatod community facilities and their

continuing contributions to international and national efforts in this field,
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Convinced that additional stops must bo taken in the field of housing

to provide stronger and more specialized leadership in this area,

1. Hereby establishes a Committee on Housing, Building and Planning

to deal with.housing and related community facilities and physical plann

ing, composed of eighteen governments, llembcrs of the United Nations,

elected by the Council on a basis of equitable geographical distribution

and a balance between developing and industrialized countries, the repre

sentatives oh this committee to be designated by these Governments in

agreement with the Secretary-General, with a view to achieving, as.far as

'-'possible, a balanced coverage of required expertise in housing, building

and urban development; r ■ . ., .-.,..

2. Decides that except for the initial period, the terms of office

for members of the committee shall be three years; for the,initial period,

one^third of the members shall serve for one year, one third £or two years

and one"^ third for three years, the term of■ each membor to be determined by

lot; retiring members shall bo eligible for re-olection;

3# Requests the Secretary-General to inform Membors of the United

Nations of th© establishment of the Committee on Housing, Building and

Planning arid invite them to-indicate to him by 1 November 1962 if they

wish to put forward their candidatures for election to the Committee at the

resumed thirty-fourth session of the Council;

4" Decides that the terms of reference of the Committee on Housing,

Building and Planning include responsibilities for* .

(a) examination of reports concerning technical assistance activities

in the field of housing, related community facilities and piiysical planning?

(b) ■ recommendations to the Economic and Social Council for appro

priate co-ordination of these programmes among the various United Nations

'bodies,'including, the regional 'economic commissions, and witoother inter

national agencies 5
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(c) recommendations to:Government, through the Council-on appropriate

priorities and programme emphasis ifi'ther £ie-IdJot. housing and,related com

munity facilities and physitial planning r ■' '-"■'■ '■■■■• "

"' "■"• (ct) promotion of research and'JSf the exchange and/didagnation of

expeiigttce and information -tfi these fields, with especial-reference :to:the

needs of under-developed countries} : :

(e) development of proposals for: consideration ^y_appropr|ate.United

Nations bodies and others, On such matters'as financing .of home construction

and ownership, provision ^f^land for homes; and c&mmiiinity facilities at.

reasonable cost, designs suitable for ao^coat rhousing in different-climates

and1 cultures, improved building, materials ^and-their better use^ and way^.-of

promoting acceptance and adoption of efficient or«anizatipnal, a,nd building

techniques; ■' ■ ' ' ■'"*■' ("■'■■

(f) development of means and methods for the increased utilization of

the regional economic commissions in this fieldj

5* Invites the regional economic commissions to strengthen their activities

in this field and to oo-operate fully in the work of the Committee on Housing,

Building and Planning of the Economic and Social Council(

6. Decides further that the committee should report to the Economic and

Social Council through the Social Commission and also forward its report

to the Committee on Industrial Development and to the regional economic com-

missions in order that the Council may consider the Committee's report to

gether with the comments thereon of these bodies;

7. Decides also to review these organizational arrangements after three

years)

8. Urges participating Governments, in keeping with General Assembly

resolution 1715 (XVl), to review their contributions to the support of the

work of the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and the Special Fund
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so that the-combined-;budgets for these two organs in_:.the .year. 1962-may

reach-the target of $150 million, in order that additional resources may ,

bo available for projects in the field .of housing, related community faoir

lities and physical planning in appropriate proportion to othejp,sound pro

jects required for the economic and social development .of-.the developing

countries^ ... ; , r. .... ,,,

9' Hecommends that the Secretary-General be authorised to provide

additional staff, in the Bureau, of Social.Affairs and the corresponding

strengthening of the staffs in the regional economic commissions, in.aooord-

ance1 with General Assembly resolution 1709 (XVl), of 19December 196.1 to

carry out the research and organizational work necessary for tite.effective

development of the housing, related community facilities and physical ,.

planning programme of the United Nations* .
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APPENDIX II

PROGRAMMES: THEIR SCOPE, THEIR ORGANIZATION
.,...>. . ;..,;---,■■ ... AND THEIR, IIMPLEMENTATI ON. ,:

'Extracts from the' conclusion of 'the seminar on housing surveys and pro-

: 'grammes hel&'at Zagreb, Yugoslavia, in October 1961'!' Seet" "Report on

the seminar on housing surveys and programmes with particular reference

.v to problems ,in the- developing countries" United Nations, Geneva*:1962.

.; 18., For countries in process of industrialization, a-housing construction

programme.is the vital factor in ^loaning the development of the .housing

.situation,., It isje.s.stential to draw up.this.kind of programme in countries

where the ra,t« o£,4n4ugtri;alization is speeding up and whtoM are undergoing

, dynamic;^oci^-eoonpmio and demographics ^changes, ^ir ,,

19. 'Although the Abusing problem calls for carefva analysis and efficient

worit at the local"levei, a national housing policy must be established.

5V>r that'purposed the're must be a single national centre responsible for

oo-ordinating housing policy, stimulating regionai and 1ocai building aoti-

■ vity and supervising, the, execution of the programme. In the organization

of planning, problems ibound; up with:thegeographioal situation &f*he

countries or regions concerned and with ©oonomio, social or ather 'conditions

peculiar to them must obviously be taken int©^ account; : '

20. The salient feature of nousing'xn these'countries is" the extreme dis

parity between the available resources and the needaT'The question there

fore arises of the priority io be'given,"on'the one hand, to the housing

^sector in the national economy as * a whole and, on the other hand, t» differ-

JenV housing needs. In the latter'case, the two main criteria seem to be,

, the importance of the dwelling for econbmio development and, secondly,
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the possibility of mobilizing latent resources for housing construction.

With regard to. economic, development, the. points to be considered are,

first, the needs created by the establishment of new industrial centres,

secondly, the housing required to achieve,a. better balance of economic

development between different regions of the country and, finally, the

needs of key industries. ,. .... .-..,■- ,.

.:■ 21, :At the.:policy-making stage^in-;i_ndtigtr.iali8S.st±Qn and urbanisation,

when the volume of construction fails to meet or hardly meets the growing

.. = ■■: -housing, needs, .--the limiting role of standards becomes a; matter of prime

: ,; importance. Theipurpose of standards is :to secure this optimum 'results

...;,. ;jwith;the resources available, to increase the number of dwellings built

■'. -r ;j.and to provide families with indepdriderit dwellings. This policy also tends

to eliminate disparities in housing conditions and to prevent fresh ones

. . from appearing. In this context,, the term "standard" is used in .the sense

of. the operative norms determining .t.he amount of, housing to be built and

, defining the quality of the dwellings; these standards^an be a va-luable

torol of housing oonstruotion policy. ,,.- . ■ ..,--. ., -.
■! "i.-I '.-■ r*.: r-... J.U '■ ' " '. . -'■ '■■ ■ •" -r-"n ■ - - ■■■•"■ ■ '■ i '.■■'.'

,i?-i.t-£?22*i In view of -their special circumstaaoes, Countries in process of in

dustrialization inus-i7<.build as fcany1 dwellings as possible; Nevertheless,

J t iif'^are^imist- be; -tatoon to ensure ithat ^fchese dwellings''meet: at least a^minimum

size and equipment- stantiard,:'if they are not-to lose" their7 economio and

social value, within a short space of time,, A social, rent.policy and sub

sidies can contribute to the production ofilarge numbers of dwellings

conforming to a reasonable standard. Such measures would at the same time

help to improve traditional building methods and to promote the develop-

ment of the building ani building materials industries,. Technical,devices,

suph as duplex housing, may also berused. Such a prp^rammG, aimed at

completing tho marl mum number of dwellings, might well include provisions
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restricting the construction of luxury housing which-contribute nothing

to economic development,

23. In view of the rapid econonic changes taking place in these countries,

the standard for new dwellings n:ust "be periodically reviewed and adapted to

the economic progress made*

24. In these countries it is particularly important to mobilize all local

enterprise for the construction of the maximum number of dwellings, and

their scope for doing so is much greater than that of the more advanced

countries. The aim of such a policy should bo to organise spontaneous

Housing construction and to improve its standards by means of financial,

technical 'and other aid* This can bo done in two wayc, either by setting

up co-operatives/ or by applying the principle of 'keif-aided housing" and

mobilizing latent productive forces.

25. In view of the urgent noei to build as many dwellings as possible,

there may be a tendency in some countries to neglect the maintenance of

existing housing. It is essential, however, to devote adequate resources

to maintenance, in order to avoid deterioration,of the housing stock.

26. Apar$-£rom the general social effocts of a housing construction pro

gramme there is also the more specific problem of meeting urgent needs of

social policy. While a solution for these jroblems may be sought in admin

istrative measures,:it will be found largely in financial policy, finanoing

methods, construction costs, rent levels and family budgets* "

Conclusion concerning the execution of housing programmea: organization

and planning of the development of supplies of materials and equipment for

housing construction ■ •

27. Attention should be .drawn at the outset to1 a'proposal to the Housing

Committee that the next seminar for the benefit of' the developing countries
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should deal with the organization of the physical resourced required for

the execution of housing construction programmes. Although this seminar

may be expected to go more fully into questions of the material and tech

nical implementation of housing programmes, these were raised and discussed

to some extent at the present seminar because of thoir relationship to

problems arising in connexion with the preparation of housing programmes.

It is recommended that the following tentative policy issues which emerged

from the discussions should ho examined more fully at the next seminar.

2P\ In ord-er *° oarrj out housing construction programmes,, governments

should establish long-term and comprehensive programmes providing., scope for

,a series of interdependent measures to improve the supply of housing mater-

ials and equipment. The purpose of these measures should be to ensure an

adequate supply of resources, especially key building materials, machinery

and equipment, and the training of skilled workers, technicians and other

specialists. The development of supplies of materials and equipment for

housing should be regarded as an integral part of the supply programme for

the building industry as a whole, taking advantage of the growth of the

large-scale production and utilization of standard materials and equipment.

Attention.should also be paid to such matters as the numbers of skilled

workers, of various kinds required by the building industry as a whole,

within the general framework of economic development^ the question of their

.training and accommodation and -the establishment of sufficiently large

•rganizatiohs in the ^building industry, ■ ; > -.■:'■■

ot ^orhnicalpolicy..whipJirshould: be adbpied for housing con-

:f*3^uctiQ_n depends primarily; upon the. degree::of industrial development and

especially upon the stage and level of technioal devolbpinenii 'in the-'- Gild

ing industry. The higher the Ifeohnical level of the "building industry, the

less traditional skilled labour will be Required, but materials 'of different
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rquali-fcy will te needed and the techniques and organization of production

will have to be improved.

30. In the early stages of economic development, stress may be laid on

xyi'°'the improvement of traditional building methods by, for example, -better

planning techniques and site organization,'increased mechanizatidn, better

use of traditional materials and development of the-production of new

materials. Throughout this^stage of building development, traditional

methods and progressive measures to improve the -supply of materials and

equipment should be so planned as to facilitates 'the eventual transition to

more industrial methods whenever those appear to be justified by general

"<: economic conditions* '"

31, in some circumstances the volume of housing construction in countries

undergoing economic development could also be increased by encouraging

building methods entailing self-help and mutual aid, by "the production of

local traditional materials and by the use of industrial waste.

32. At a higher ,stage of economic and technical development, whenthe

volume of housing construction has substantially expanded* countries may

consider usingvmore industrial building methods- It might be worthwhile

considering, inter alia, the organization of more advanced sectors of the

building industry, making full use of prefabricated components and applying

advanced industrial methods of production*

33. In introducing and developing more industrialized types of house con-

.atruotion,, countries undergoing industrialization could learn much from

the experience of.the more advanced countries. The adaptation of this

.experience should involve different phases of soientifio and applied re-

.-.. ,, search and experimentation*. This should halp the developing countries to

decide en the direction, and timings? the development of industrial methods.
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In this.connexion, attention should "bo drawn to the considerable work

already carried out and in hand by the ECE ,Housing Committee in the field

of government policies and the cost of building.

34. Countries should try to establish favourable conditions and a generally

propitious atmosphere for the development of a more industrial ^approach to

house-building. A prerequisite is the existence of a large-scale,, well-

organized and sustained demand for, housing. Some of the QbjGotive-s of em

ploying more industrial building methods are reducing the amount o£ tradi

tionally skilled labour^required, economy in the use of certain materials,

better .^control of the (juality of production, saving of overran time needed

for construction and an eventual reduction of costs. Generally speaking, a

more industrial approach to housing construction involves improved planning

methods, the co-ordination of operations in the various stages of "building

.work, the application of standardization, typifioation (whioh in the case

of large-scale factory production of building components and assembles will

reduce the multiplicity of types and dimensions of prefabricated elements)

and the solution of a number of problems arising in the production, transport

and erection of building materials and assemblies. In addition^ some of

these methods will require a more advanced specialization'of building opera

tions and early preparation of the site, - :

35* There is considerable scope for a continued international exchange of

information and experience concerning both traditional and industrial methods

of housing construction. Attention is drawn in this connexion to the inter

national non-governmental organizations and in particular to the International

Council for Building Research, Studies and IJocumentation (GIB). Bilateral

exchanges of documentation and of visits by specialists should :b(3 encouraged.

Attention is also drawn to the provision of fellowships and'oxpsfts through

the United ftations Technical Assistance Programme.
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Concliislonsoonoerning administrative and organisational requirements in ,

preparation of housingprogrammes, at all levels and the eieoution of such.,

programmes ; ■ - . ^

36. In developing the administrative and organizational machinery for the'

execution of a housing programme, the natural process is to start with '

simplified and strategic objectives yielding the maximum short-term achieve

ments, and at the same time to build up effective and intelligible proced

ures and chains of command and efficient administrative,planning and build

ing teams.

37- In the course of this "build-up, thoro is a continual interaction of

theory and practioa, Erocd knowledge first leadj to broad aotfori, which'in

turn begins to rovoal moro of tho dotails of tho problems and ovohtually-^

loads to elaboration,' refinement- and"adjustment of action. Spot<t :in making^

these adjustments is a basic requirement for all the organizations involved.

38. The objectives of the administrative and organizational structure, taken

as a whole,1 are to "secure the resources, to formulate the programme ■■' of aotion,

to appoint agencies to carry out the programme and to provide detailed ar

arrangements for ensuring that the continuous operation of the' programme-is

not held up by general or local shortages of materials and manpower* In

making such arrangements it is essential to provide for Constant and; effi

cient co-ordination, both between different levels of authority and between

the building organization and suppliers of materials and organizations CM>h-

oerned with building labour,

3&» Nothing is, more important in the oritical years of launching anew

social housing programme than public awareness of what is happening. The

support ;o,f all channels of; publicity should be enlisted.
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40». 1:^ Super*lsi^|l,.o.fi.i;lie:;process of conveying, the.,national .target figure. (tf

through 'the- central, ::re^ionaliand;,.l<)S?ial' administrative . arrangements, t.p the

site on which the dwellings are to "be built is the primary responsibility^

of. central,..government, .To be successful and satisfactory, regional and

local conditions must be fully taken into aocount and regional and local

.authorities; must therefore play an important part in the operation. Res-

ppnsilsiliTby, for.- the local planning of projects and for all subsequent

operations, such as the placing of contracts, the selection of the tenants

and the management of the completed dwellings, should be placed in local

hands as soon as possible and to the fullest possible extent*

.,41*.. Inference has already beon made to the importance of establishing

»■■'■■■ ■':'■: r './ 7 '■ -
short and long-term programmes and to the need for periodic review and

adjustment as neoessary. In making adjustments, however, it is important

,to ayoid the costly dislocations and disruptions which can result from un-

duly frequent and drastic alterations,

,$2* Information a^out the progress made is highly desirable for the effec

tive management.of the execution of a housing programme. Such information

. might.incluie statistics on the number of dwellings started, under construc

tion an?L completed, and. statistics relating to the supply of key "building

materials and manpower are also useful* Taken together, data of this kind

.form the basis of a policy for preventing more dwellings being started

,than can T3e: ^finished ezpeditiously and, convorBGly, for ensuring that re

sources are fully used. The question whether countries will find it appro-

priate to collect these statistics, more or fewer data, or even none at all,

will':'depend upon; 'the iniiivictual^^possibilities of 'the1"; countries ;ciono©rned*

(In the^absence' of atatis'ticfsV ■ thb^■feuiiding programme may be ^upeacsr

some extent by coritfolling the rmpi&y oif a' :Ke|jr building material-) ,;
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43. Private, individual and co-operative "building can play a most im

portant part in the general and long-term solutions of the housing problem,

if only "because it provides funds and energies which might otherwise not

"be turned to good account. Accordingly, in the early stages of a programme

of social housing construction in a country where the maximum value has to

be obtained with limited resources, the appropriate policy will often be to

enoourage the expansion of new housing of this kind and to ensure - for

instance, by a suitable system of legal regulations, or by controlling the

rate at which government subsidies are dispensed - that housing in this

sector broadly conforms in quantity and character with the general require-

ments of the programme.

44* It is highly advantageous to collect information about oosts of build

ing and land, as a basis for judging the acceptability of prioes for current

and future projects. Such data will also fcrm a background for technical

policies directed towards the reduction of building costs.

45. In countries undergoing industrialization, it will often be found

necessary to encourage industrial and other enterprises to provide housing

for their own workers. Experience strongly suggests, however, that it is

desirable to separate the production and management of such housing from the

running of the industrial or other enterprise.

46. Since housing programmes and policy are largely determined by local

conditions and requirements, it is important that the population, and es

pecially the prospective tenants, should co-operate actively at all stages.

It is therefore desirable to make organizational arrangements of a kind

which will enable the population to influonce not only the building, but

also the management and utilization of residential houses*




